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Let ter  f rom the  Edi tor  
Mal inda  Pa t t e r son  
The creation of art is often not a gentle process. Rather, it is one that requires 
much of both the artist or writer, and those who interact with the piece. To create 
something of beauty asks for great effort, great honesty, and great humility. It was the 
violence and energy often inherent in this act that the staff and I wanted to highlight with 
this year's theme of Forge. 
My staff and I entered into this process ourselves as we took on the task of 
assembling Parnassus 2016. It was an honor to partner with them to create what is 
now Forge. Creation is so often a lonely endeavor, and it is a gift to be given a chance 
to enter into creative collaboration with a group of talented individuals. I have espe­
cially appreciated my partnership with our faculty advisor, Dr. Aaron Housholder, and 
our lead designer, Sarah Ellis. Over the two years that we've worked on Parnassus 
together, Dr. Housholder has become more than just a faculty advisor or a professor, he's 
become a friend. I so appreciate his unending support and advice. I couldn't have asked 
for a better faculty advisor. Sarah spent countless hours formatting and designing the 
book itself. I admire her creativity and dedication to good art. She is both talented and 
thoughtful, and a joy to work with. 
And thank you to our artists and writers. Without you, there would be no 
Parnassus 2016. To trust us and the rest of your campus with your work is an act of 
bravery. Thank you for giving us your stories. 
I have been so honored to be the head editor of Parnassus for the past two years. 
My involvement with this journal has been a defining part of my time at Taylor Univer­
sity. It's been a gift to do good work alongside people dedicated to the same ideas goals 
that I am. I will miss my time working with this journal deeply. 
And now, we've reached the end of the process. The pieces have been fit 
together, and are now something larger than they would have on their own. To create 
and to interact openly with pieces of art is a act that refines us. We have found ourselves 
changed by this process, and it is our hope that as you read Forge, you find yourself, in 
some small way, changed as well. 
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Variations on the Secret Garden 
Paula Weinman I Prose Winner 
i. 
"It was in this way that Mistress Mary arrived at Misselthwaite Manor, and she had 
perhaps never felt so contrary in all her life." 
When they move across the country, the little girl leaves tears in every state: in 
the dust of the desert, on the streets of New Orleans, in the red roads of Georgia. These 
stories always start with an unhappy child, don't they? Grown-ups don't seem to under­
stand that children, unlike birds, do not migrate naturally. 
n. 
"Mary, Mary, quite contrary, 
how does your garden grow? 
With silver bells, and cockleshells 
and marigolds all in a row." 
She starts at her new school in the wake of three hurricanes, which have 
pummeled the coast and strewn the faded gray streets with slick brown pine needles 
and hairy, water-logged coconuts. During recess, she sits alone in the red mulch beneath 
a knotted oak tree, and there sees an acorn for the first time. Hard, shiny, and green, it 
catches the sunlight and stirs her sleeping fancy. 
She tucks it in her pocket. When her classmates in blue button-downs stare, 
she fingers the acorn desperately, as if trying to find a magic spell hidden in its smooth, 
seamless surface. 
III. 
"Everything was strange and silent, and she seemed to be hundreds of miles away from 
anyone, but somehow she did not feel lonely at all." 
One day, she finds the library. 
After school, she empties her plastic baggie of acorns by the side of the parking 
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lot. Rain sounds on the chipped white overhang, and she pulls out one of her first school 
library books. It is a thick, glossy paperback, and with reverential caution, she cracks 
the new spine like a nut. As she reads, worlds blossom from the gleaming concrete and 
engulf her entirely. She goes home in a daze of stories. Suddenly, the world is full of 
mysteries, or might be, and that, for now, is enough. 
IV. 
"The Secret Garden was what Mary called it when she was thinking of it. She liked the 
name, and she liked still more the feeling that when its beautiful old walls shut her in no 
one knew where she was." 
Books, the girl discovers, can keep her secrets. She presses her thoughts 
between the pages, like rose petals or autumn leaves, and returns to them constantly, to 
make sure they haven't fallen out. 
When she starts writing, she hides in her room, and locks her doors (both of 
them). Suddenly her nights are full of ninety-nine-cent spiral notebooks, cheap pens, and 
a white ceramic reading light she installs by her bedside. Across the first page of every 
notebook, she writes, in bricky black letters: PRIVATE. 
"I wish you would tell us what you're working on, honey," says her mother one 
night, before securing her in her blue and yellow bedspread. 
"It's just a story, Mom," is all she says, and she watches their shadows shiver on 
the wall. Her mother looks at the battered green notebook, which the girl has clutched 
shut, and sighs. 
"Well," she says, a little sadly. "Maybe some other time." 
She gives her daughter a worried look and a goodnight kiss, before leaving her to the 
darkness and the crickets. Rescue will have to wait for another night. 
When the sound of her mother's footsteps fades, she stuffs the notebook beneath 
the bed with the stray socks and spare change, where no one can see it. 
She isn't sure whether her stories will sprout or wither in the dark. 
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v. 
" 'Could you keep a secret, if I told you one?.. 1 don't know what I should do, if anyone 
found out. I believe I should die!'" 
Her sixth-grade English teacher asks her for a story, so the girl writes one for 
her. But when the time comes to pass the commission forward, she trembles and holds 
back. 
A lanky, impatient classmate tugs the paper away with grimy hands, giving her 
a paper cut. She sucks on the hot, thin wound with a fearfully dry mouth; she rests her 
flushed cheek against her small, cool hand, trying to still her racing heart. Writing class 
continues, but the girl's anxious mind circles, flits, dances, and cannot come to rest. 
When the bell rings, she wants to follow her English teacher to her car and beg her to 
return her spindly work. Really, she thinks, this story is better off a secret. 
VI. 
" 'It's this,' she said, 'It's a secret garden, and I'm the only one in the world who wants it 
to be alive.'" 
Before that afternoon, you'd never believed that anyone else could possibly care 
about the stories you'd scribbled under the sheets. The stories were such small, feeble 
things, with wispy roots and wilting leaves; you expected to receive your story back, 
covered with damning remarks. You expected to go home after school and cry all over 
the pages of your notebook. 
But something surprising happened. Someone wondrous found the raw sap of 
life in you, and someone dared you to make something of it. 
That someone told you, in red pen, on a crisp half-sheet of paper: 
"You have a God-given gift for words." 
Suddenly you- the wandering girl with tender roots- you begin to grow. 
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vn. 
"I told thee so. There's green in that wood yet." 
After that day, in your eyes, all things go from bud to blossom. There is solid 
earth beneath your feet. Even when they give you ugly, painful braces, you smile more 
than ever. 
During the seventh and eighth grades, you join the volleyball team, and the 
choir, and the theatre, and you are not afraid, because you have a gift. You are only on 
the court once (the ball goes out); you only have one solo (you choke) and you never get 
the lead (you make a confident great-aunt). 
None of those mistakes matter. Even when things go badly wrong, you can 
return home to a quiet room and your secondhand laptop: a ponderous black thing, 
which holds little other than the half-baked stories you strung together in a rush of 
clumsy inspiration. 
Your mother still never sees the stories, but she seems to mind it less. At least, 
she does not ask about the stories anymore. Now, your writing is no more than an 
endearing quirk, a curious hobby. Of course, she still wonders, but it's always on the 
phone to your grandparents or your cousins: "Oh, you know her... she's always busy. 
Always writing, writing." 
VIII. 
" 'When you find a bit of earth you want,' with something like a smile, 'take it, child, and 
make it come alive.'" 
I have a gift. You turn the exhilarating thought over and over in your mind, until 
it gleams like a polished stone. It goes with you everywhere, like a comfortable weight 
you've tucked in your pocket, a lucky charm you fiddle with when you are distracted 
or bored. On the difficult days (you have plenty of those), it seems to keep you from 
floating away, anchoring you fast to the earth you inhabit and sometimes resent. 
I have a gift. This thought is with you, always, and you learn to depend on it, as you 
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have learned to depend on the color of your eyes or the structure of a sentence. This, 
you think, with your roots stretching down into the deepening dark earth, this will never 
change. 
(I'll tell you a secret: the gift never changes, but you do.) 
IX. 
" 'This is it,' breathed Mary, 'this is where I used to walk up and down and wonder and 
wonder.'" 
You change. You forget what it's like to have a gift hidden in your pocket. In 
high school, you decide to be an English teacher, because the world needs those, at least 
a little, and you join the theatre, because there, at least, you are never forgotten-- in fact, 
there you are needed. No one (save yourself) seems to need your stories. 
No one, you realize, sends a box of story-filled spiral notebooks as a college 
application. 
Your sophomore year, on a humid day during which you want to peel the air off 
your skin like a Band-Aid, your English teacher asks you for a story. You sit up a little 
straighter, push the tight cuffs of your oversized school-approved hoodie farther up your 
arms, and start to scribble in your notebook with a cheap white pen you took from a 
hotel somewhere in Colorado. 
Midway through your opening sentence, your English teacher quiets your 
complaining classmates by adding, "Calm down, calm down, everyone. You're writing 
about yourselves. You won't have to make anything up." 
You hardly find this comforting. Except for Christian testimonies and essays, 
you've never really written about yourself. But, you think ruefully, if you don't, who 
else will? 
X. 
"I think the ground is full of daffodils and snowdrops and lilies and iris working their 
way out of the dark... And perhaps-perhaps... the robin has found a mate, and is 
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building a nest." 
I've told this story a dozen times, and in the years to come, I will probably tell 
it a dozen times more. I'm not sure what it's about. Some might tell me it's a story about 
growing up. Others might see it as the story of how I found my voice. And I suppose I 
couldn't prove them wrong. 
But every time I write this story, I never feel like it's finished. Maybe that's why 
I keep coming back. I want to know what happens to that quiet little girl when she grows 
up. That's why we read these stories, isn't it? To find out what happens. 
But I'm not grown up, and I haven't finished my story yet. So I will keep 
writing, and writing, and writing, until the garden blooms, and the leaves uncurl, and the 
robin builds his nest. Someday, I hope, the rest of my story will work its way out of the 
dark. 
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How to  Evange l ize  
Veronica Toth 
The same way you teach your nine-year-old brother 
about feminism. You don't call it by its name, of course; 
it's better recognized as girls can do anything boys can do. 
Side by side, massage dead bugs off of the car's bumper 
with warm, soapy rags. Carry the mini-fridge up the stairs 
by yourself to show him you can. Talk about everything, 
even the hard things, even the things no one brought up 
when you were his age. Find a spot in the woods 
that you share. Learn the rules of chess from him, practicing 
give-and-take, not give-give-give. Frown when he says 
you throw like a girl. There is nothing of conversion in this. 
One day when he is older 
he will be face-to-face with sexism, 
and he will not be able to imagine a world 
without the briskness of equality. 
You will remember that, before the two of 
you began to live the truth, it was only 
another philosophy, full of dogma, 
nothing but dust in its breath. 
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3 o'clock in the afternoon, Denver 
Alexandria Stokes 
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Colo rado  
Sarah Lyons 
Yesterday I might have knelt 
and pressed my mouth to dusty gravel, 
breathed up the thin air and 
let my mind spread out farther and farther 
until it unfurled over the edges of a mountain; 
might have drunk the sweat along my body, 
cooled salt mixing unceremonious 
with dirt in heaving horseskin; 
might have eyed 
stop-motion cowboys with loose hair 
starting fires with guitar strings, 
where acoustics are 
a heartbeat of hooves or 
water taking arms against the rocks 
(now mountains are concrete and rocks 
ground to glass; dust rises off 
pressed suits into the light) 
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autumn nights ,  1941 
Alexis  Colon 
in fall the earth's ablaze with jazz 
the windy wood gives all it has 
red zips orange zaps 'n yellow pops 
that flare 'n float 'til the temperature drops 
dusk's flaming sky fades into blue 
i'm safe 'n happy here next to you 
dancin' away these autumn nights 
not worried 'bout skin or war or rights 
the earth will soon grow white and cold 
come crash 'n boom marchin' on our colored soul 
but tonight the joint's jumpin' and we're here to swing 
we'll keep on jivin' 'til the break of spring 
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Alexandr i a  S tokes  
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T h e  H u n g r y  M a n  
H a n n a h  H o o d  
The sky held a million questions on the day that the hungry man came to our 
house. 
It wasn't the first time someone like him had come. I must have heard my 
Daddy yell at my Mama a hundred times about them, red faced and shaking his hat in 
his hand like it was an angry rattler. 
"I don't want you feedin' any more of those damn hobos, you hear me? If any 
of them come knockin' on this door, you just tell 'em to drag their travelling trash selves 
back to the train they hopped off of and get the hell outta here!" Mama would listen to 
him yell with a silent tongue and a steel glint in her eye, and the next time they'd come 
she'd be ready with a sandwich and a hot cup of coffee. 
She'd always make them eat out on the back porch and would watch them from 
behind the curtains until they'd finish. We were under her strict orders not to go outside 
("Under any circumstances, you hear me?") until they were gone. This edict was given 
in the presence of my Daddy's favorite switch, which he kept in a corner of the kitchen 
as a constant reminder of the cost of disobedience. I nodded my affirmation to this new 
rule, but the heart of an eight-year-old boy is far too curious for its own good. 
It was for this reason that I chose to risk parental wrath on the day that the 
hungry man came. 
I'd peered at him from beneath my mother's skirts when she answered the door. 
The dust of the train still clung to him as he asked if we had anything that we could 
possibly spare. Besides the ragged clothes on his back, he carried nothing but a tattered 
knapsack slung over the shoulder of his skinny frame. His eyes intrigued me, for they 
ached with the hunger that echoed through his words. My mother could see this just as 
plainly as I, so she sent him to the porch and went to work fixing a sandwich. 
"Now Charlie," she said as she sliced the bread, "are you, under any circum­
stances, allowed to leave this house while that man eats his sandwich on the porch?" 
I pushed back my shoulders and tried to look as respectful as possible. "No, 
Ma'am," I solemnly replied. 
She smiled at me and patted my head as she walked towards the back door, 
sandwich in hand. 
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As soon as she rounded the corner, I slipped out the side of the house. 
Crawling on all fours, I inched my way towards the back porch. A patch of 
shrubbery lay next to where the hungry man sat eating. I concealed myself amongst the 
leaves, not caring about the dirt that was engraining itself into the knees of my overalls. 
I watched the man chew his food. Everything about him was mysterious and 
filled me with wonder. I was enthralled; this man had travelled far beyond my small 
county, catching train after train in an attempt to find food and work. The things he must 
have seen! 
Gradually, my knees began to go numb, and I involuntarily shifted my weight 
within my leafy bower. In my attempt to get comfortable, I accidentally rustled the 
branches of my hideout. The man's back stiffened. I froze, and although he never looked 
in my direction, I knew deep in my bones that he was aware of my presence. 
The man took another bite of his sandwich and spoke, his eyes still fixed on his 
meal. 
"I have a little boy," he said softly, his voice as deep as thunder. "He'd be about 
your age now, I reckon. Haven't seen him since he was a wee one. His mama would 
pitch a fit though if she caught him talking to the likes of me, just like I reckon yours 
will if she catches you in those bushes." 
I sat, quiet and still, saying nothing. 
The man took another bite, sighed, and looked up towards the heavens. "It sure 
is a wonder," he said after he swallowed, "how the same sky rests above you no matter 
where you go." 
This piqued my curiosity and gave me the courage to speak. My timid voice 
rose above the leaves. "Have you been to the cold country, sir?" 
He smiled and threw back his head with a laugh, never looking my way. "Sure 
have, son. These feet of mine have walked all over this here country." 
I envisioned the map of America that I kept in my room and wondered how 
many footsteps it would take to walk all over it. I looked down at the man's feet, clothed 
in tattered shoes, and then back up at him. I was awestruck. 
"Have you seen the Rockies?" 
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"Sure have." 
"How tall are they?" 
He thought a moment. "So tall that the tips of 'em tickle the bottoms of God's 
feet." 
I laughed. "You can't tickle God!" 
The corner of his mouth turned up. "Well," he said gruffly, "the Rockies manage 
it." 
I pictured them stretching up and up, up through the clouds, past the planets, 
and into Heaven. 
"What about the ocean? Have you seen that?" 
"Both the Atlantic and the Pacific." 
I was incredulous. "There's more than one?" 
"Several, actually." 
I couldn't imagine that much water. 
"What does it sound like?" 
The man leaned back and closed his eyes, and all at once I knew that he wasn't 
on my back porch anymore, but somewhere far, far, away. 
Eyes still closed, he smiled softly. "It sounds like every unbelievable hope and 
impossible dream that you've ever had rushin' towards you all at once. It's a terrifyingly 
beautiful sound, really. It makes you feel both scared and strong, all at the same time." 
I closed my eyes too, and tried with all my heart to imagine such a sound, such a 
feeling. 
I felt rather than heard the man stand up. His plate was clean and his cup empty 
as he stacked my mother's dishes neatly on the back step. As he threw his knapsack 
over his shoulder, I studied this fascinating stranger for the last time. He had come to 
our home with an empty stomach and aching eyes, but suddenly I was the one who felt 
desperately hungry. 
The man walked towards the road, never once looking back at my hideout. 
"Best of luck to you, kid. Thank your mama for me. She makes a real good sandwich." 
The man walked to the end of my street and then continued on, walking straight 
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on into forever. As he faded from view, I stepped out from my hiding place, watching 
until his tall frame became merely a speck in the distance. 
I looked up above me to a sky full of promises, and in the distance, I swear I 
could hear the roar of the ocean. 
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fasdwi,  (Curiosi ty)  
Becca  VanHorne  
This picture was taken in Kathmandu, Nepal. I was on a missions trip there this past summer and on this day we were 
handing out food to people who lost their homes in the earthquake. I sat by this child the whole day. He never spoke 
to me and rarely even looked at me but I was determined to make a connection. I kept taking his picture and showing 
him tiying to make him smile despite his shyness. This was one of the photos I took as I tried to become his friend. Our 
whole connection was based on his curiosity. 
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anc ien t  towns ,  d i s tan t  people  
Nysha  C he n  
In $05 (FengJing), my first time visiting the town outside of Shanghai where my grandfather choose to be buried. I 
still think about it a lot. 
Weight 
Paula Weinman 
(On Li-Young Lee's "The Weight of Sweetness") 
On Saturday, after running, 
I find bruises on my upper arm, 
A cluster purple as ripened grapes, 
Like stains upon a tablecloth. 
Resting on a bench, I read 
about harvesting peaches. 
Hold the peach, try the weight, sweetness 
and death so round and snug 
in your palm. 
I wonder if 
I am like those peaches 
further freighted 
day by day 
with tender 
heavy flesh 
I wonder if 
bearing my weight 
the bony bough might break 
long before the harvest; 
and if, falling early, I will feel 
the splitting on the pavement: 
all my sweet and pulpy juices glistening 
in the sun. 
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Through the  Lens  
Andrea  Sanders  
The fairy's world shatters, heaving her body out of quiet slumber into involun­
tary flight. For a moment, gravity is suspended, and her eyelids twitch open in muddled 
consciousness of a universe flipped upside down, wrong side out. Spine arched, head 
thrown back, and mouth slightly parted in uncomprehending surprise, she floats among a 
million glassy shards, glittering fragments of the only home she has ever known. 
The silence endures only a second and then it, too, bursts as the camera rico­
chets off the brick wall and clatters heavily to the floor; its lens is dark and empty, blown 
out by the fury with which it was hurled. Gravity tightens, and the fairy, who is no 
bigger than a safety pin, falls limply among splinters of glass. Her existence goes unno­
ticed by the two humans who stand on the other side of the shabby living room. 
The hostility between the man and the woman electrifies the air; their hands 
gesture accusingly and their expressions contort with ugly emotion. This is the culmina­
tion of their stand-off: his sudden act of wanton destruction which sprang from a wild, 
impulsive need to wound her more deeply than he has been wounded. 
However, the emotion that possessed the man passes quickly, and his shoulders sag as 
he reaches out in immediate regret. The woman gazes at him impassively. She does not 
glance toward the broken remains of her most precious belonging, nor does she allow 
herself the foolish thought that it, or any of this, could be rebuilt. His fingers barely 
brush against her round, pregnant belly before she turns and snaps the front door neatly 
shut behind her. His outstretched arm falls empty-handed. 
Crouching across the room, out of sight behind the mangled camera, the fairy 
shivers with something akin to wonder and fear. Her name is Emmeline, but who, if 
anyone, bestowed this title upon her is a mystery. This present situation, too, is inex­
plicable, but she works to piece together the little that she knows. One thing is certain: 
she has never breathed fresh air until this moment. She marvels at it. How can it be that 
her prison, her safe haven, has finally released her? She runs a hand along the smooth, 
manufactured edge of the camera, peering into the shadowed abyss that the lens once 
guarded. She dares not step back inside, lest it change its mind and refuse to let her go 
free. 
For years, Emmeline has watched and waited from behind the camera's lens, 
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and it was not a waste, no, for she learned many things. She traveled the world and 
loved it more fully every day. How many can say that they have strolled through the 
twilight gardens of India, or skipped along the shoreline of the Baltic Sea? How many 
danced around the twinkling lights of the Eiffel Tower, a lover in their arms, until they 
tumbled to the ground out of pounding, joyful exhaustion? The lover, it's true, was only 
pretend, but the memory was as real as flesh and blood. Yes, Emmeline has known this 
world and known it well. 
As time went by, however, more frequently Emmeline would press the tips of 
her fingers against the cool glass barrier and allow whimsical thoughts to wander. The 
sunlight that looked so bright and inviting, did it taste of sweetness? The people she 
watched often basked in it, tilting their heads back and parting their lips as though to 
drink every drop of its nectar. Or maybe its touch was soft, and they turned their faces 
upward to feel the gentle caress. 
The snapshots she has witnessed of the outside world prove that it is vibrantly 
alive, bursting with colors and activity, and most of all, people. For all of her life, the 
world has smiled at Emmeline, and she has always returned the favor. Has she been 
happy in her secluded existence? It is a good question. She supposes that she has, just 
not quite as happy as she would have been on the other side. 
And then the glass shattered. 
The thrill of it makes Emmeline lightheaded, but it is impossible to forget 
the man who still stands quietly, and she stares as he turns to shuffle back into the 
adjourning bedroom. The mattress springs squeal as they catch his weight. Some word­
less desire flutters in Emmeline, urging her to lift her wings and follow, but caution 
restrains her at the threshold. She peeks slowly around the door frame. 
The glow of a lamp casts shadows in the sparsely decorated room, illuminating 
the silhouette of the man sprawled on the bed and a single photo propped on the night-
stand. It is of the man and woman with arms around each other, faces crinkled in frozen 
happiness. Emmeline still remembers that photo, though it must have been taken seven 
or eight months ago. She flies closer, her wings tickled by the breath of cool night air 
that flows through the cracked window. The man's eyes are closed, and she takes this as 
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a sign of good fortune. Hardly daring to believe her own recklessness, she dives forward 
and alights on the pillow beside him. 
Emmeline has seen many faces through the lens, and they were oftentimes 
repeated, but this one she knows best, and the nuances of his expression are more 
familiar to her than her own. Sometimes he is bashful, caught off-guard in unwanted 
transparency, and in his vulnerability, she experiences a strange desire to shield and 
protect—but more commonly, he demands to be the center of attention. His mischievous 
grin of self-assured confidence betrays no uncertainty. 
She knows, of course, that he is in love. She met the woman in snapshots, too, 
although only on rare occasion. The photographer's careful aim and focus, and the 
intimate expression the woman directed just beyond the camera's scope, leaves no doubt 
that their connection is deeper than friendship, close enough for him to be trusted with 
the camera that she rarely allows out of sight. Who else could have shot the photographs 
but him? 
Emmeline has never before seen the man's face twist in displeasure, as it did 
today during the couple's quarrel. It was shocking, and a little disconcerting. For a 
moment, she did not recognized the cold, hateful face as the same man whose charming 
smile always seemed so kind. Do people make such ugly faces at one another? For 
what purpose? She much prefers him as he is now, the angry lines around his eyebrows 
smoothed away by calming sleep. Emmeline traces the faded scar that nicks the skin 
below his left eye like an unexpected apostrophe. 
Ding-dong. 
The man grunts and heaves himself into a sitting position at the sound of the 
doorbell. Emmeline tumbles from his cheek and flutters in a panic toward the cracked 
window. She dives through and presses herself against the corner of the ledge, so that 
she can watch as the man ambles groggily out to answer the door. Voices float back, the 
man's gravelly timbre a stark contrast to the high, girlish tone that laughs too loudly. 
They appear arm-in-arm in the doorway to the bedroom and Emmeline cranes 
her neck to stare. She has never seen this woman before; the stranger is tall with 
coquettish eyes that are fixed on the man as tightly as her polished ruby fingernails are 
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wrapped around his forearm. They move together toward the window and stop just a 
breath away from the sill. The stranger notices the photo on the nightstand and says 
something sly and teasing, scooping the frame up and planting a kiss on his smiling, 
printed face. She laughs, but the man is already tugging the frame from her fingers, his 
lips pressed thinly together. He does not want her to touch it. 
Emmeline watches as the man tosses the frame face-down in a drawer and pulls 
the stranger onto his lap. He kisses her, and his fingers twine through her long heavy 
hair as she leans into him. She breaks away momentarily and giggles, rubbing her arms 
dramatically and mimicking a shiver. She lightly dances to the window and peers out. 
Had she not been so busy pursing her lips and surreptitiously inspecting her reflection, 
she might have noticed Emmeline, staring through the glass with open fury. As it was, 
the ruby-fingered woman turns unseeingly, clicking the window shut and swishing the 
curtains across behind her. 
Why has Emmeline never seen it? Unwanted understanding washes over her. 
Certainly there is love between the man and the photographer; yes, she has always been 
right about that, but there is also resentment and bitterness. Like invisible splinters of 
glass that slice through skin and cause blood to well up in scarlet penance, the wounds 
are there, but Emmeline has been blind. It's true that the man does not smile at this 
stranger in the same way he smiles at the woman. He is still faking it, plastering on a 
pretend smile, putting on a show. What he shares with the woman behind the camera is 
truer, less disguised, but he is not the same man Emmeline knows. Theirs is a broken 
world. 
She thought he was happy. 
Dampness fills Emmeline's lungs as she turns away from the window. The 
wet fog wraps around her like a heavy, suffocating blanket, and she looks at the world 
beyond the glass. It is her first glimpse of a new existence, but no pleasure fills her. The 
cold is piercing and the street is gray—gray houses, gray cobblestones, gray fog. Only 
the smallest patches of licorice sky are visible, and there are no stars this night, although 
Emmeline knows they are there because she has seen them before. She crawls along the 
window ledge and sits, swinging her bare legs over the edge and staring down at the 
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abandoned street. Where is the color and beauty? And where is the woman, the one who 
should be here, not out there? 
Only a short while has passed since the glass shattered, but already things have 
changed. Emmeline wonders at the truth of the frozen memories she has seen, thousands 
of snapshots of both friends and strangers. She has desperately envied their lives, but 
what about her own home was unbearable? It was sturdy and safe, and within its walls 
she never endured such cold. She almost misses it, that small, enclosed space of sterile 
darkness, especially as she shivers, now uncontrollably, in a place of equal loneliness. 
Time marches steadily on without regard for those it tramples. Emmeline sits 
and waits, for what, she doesn't know; she has no home to return to. Slowly, very 
slowly, the fog lightens to a softer grey, and Emmeline startles when the street lamps 
click off. 
The first ribbon of pink streaks across the sky and brings Emmeline to her feet. 
Orange spreads from the horizon, bold and bright, mixing with the softer rosy hues as 
light filters through the thinning fog and warms the cold cobblestones. Doors jingle and 
voices rise as the sleepy shops awaken. Emmeline feels the smallest tremor of excite­
ment: the sun is coming. 
Emmeline waits as the shadows recede and the details of her surroundings 
become crisp and clear, and then the waiting is too much. She must move, she must 
relieve this pressure. Without hesitation, Emmeline leaps off the ledge and darts into 
the sky, soaring higher and higher until the houses below look like mismatched puzzle 
pieces. A tingling begins in the center of her chest and as she ascends toward the 
blooming colors, warmth spreads to the tips of her fingers and toes, and she pulses with 
a fierce pulsing joy. Her gaze remains fixed on the glowing horizon, which with every 
passing moment is becoming more brilliant, and hope, inexplicable and wonderful, 
suddenly surges higher within her. 
The crescent edge of the sun, glorious and blazing, breaks over the horizon, and 
Emmeline stretches out her fingertips to gather it close, spinning dizzily through the air, 
eyes squeezed tight in blissful anticipation as she soars into the first liquid ray of the 
dawn. Engulfing warmth like nothing she has ever known swells through her gently and 
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then suddenly blooms, the heat surging to an agonizing crescendo—and in a searing 
flash, she is wholly consumed. 
Acute, suffocating pressure. 
Then release. 
Far below, the church bells in the town square ring out in welcome. The sky 
is empty of all but a pure shimmer of glittering dust that lingers fleetingly, and then is 
swept away. 
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Sa rah  Ca lk in s  &  Magg ie  P l a t t e s  
This photograph was taken through a microscope (400x magnification) in an upper level biology class laboratory. We 
were given the task to explore the cellular mechanisms behind egg fertilization. We watched in real-time some of the 
external processes the egg goes through when a sperm completes fertilization. Seeing the minute details that God puts 
into this process gave us a loving appreciation for the intricacy and intimacy God has with us and all of creation. 
The Water Festival 
H a n n a h  H a r t m a n  
The water festival held pretty lights and sweet things 
I breathed in cigarette smoke and salty sea air 
The rows of cars and picnicking families 
Bustling together 
To watch fireworks on the Fourth of July 
sparkle over the harbor and docks 
in their patriotic colors 
Crowds of people humming back and forth 
I was so terribly small 
Couldn't see above the backs of their knees 
I met a girl whose eyes were the height of mine 
And I tried 
tried to be friendly and fun 
I followed her to the docks 
And to the man whose knees looked most like my father's 
I took his hand and squeaked a little 
My cheeks burned red 
My chubby hands got all sweaty 
And I couldn't see the fireworks anymore 
Just the giants exclaiming at the lights 
big shimmery pops 
There were little ice-cream stains on my horse sweater 
And mommy wasn't there to wipe them off 
When the sparkles died 
To puffy hazes of smoke 
They found me among the trashed cigarettes and snow cones 
And only when I saw the big saucer whites 
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Of my mother's eyes 
Her hands outstretched still yards away 
To pick me up 
Did I start to cry. 
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N at han  Tomc ik  
I took this photo in late January, right when winter starts getting long. I was in the old chapel and I thought the clouds 
looked particularly nice for January. The windows cut them off in a really interesting way, I thought. I like it because it 
reminds me of waiting for the spring. 
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Entwined  
J e s s i ca  Ba ide  
The ring weaves together symbols of faith, time, and identity resembling a cross, a figure eight, and initials. 
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Forged 
J e s s i ca  Ba ide  
Fold-formed copper is engulfed by a sheath of textured brass and then forged into a substantial cuff bracelet. 
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From Such  Grea t  Heights  
Andrea  Sanders  
Lucas sprinted so fast that his breath no longer obeyed his command but was 
pulled from his lungs in involuntary gasps. He hadn't run like this in years, but his legs 
pumped back and forth like well-oiled machinery to the familiar cadence. The cobble­
stone streets slipped away into dirt roads, and the tightly nested European-style houses 
became fewer and farther between. Past the inn, past the school, past the grand cathe­
dral, he flew without a second glance. In bounds, he crossed the bridge over the Vistula 
River into New Town, where all the buildings seemed dingier, squatter, and industrial­
ized. Nothing stirred in the darkness of the predawn silence. 
Lucas faltered only once, as the terrain roughened and the ground began to slope 
upward just outside the city limits. He hesitated before diving into the thick, wooded 
area at the foot of the Pepper Mountains. It wasn't that he had lost his way—how could 
he ever forget a memory so often traveled?—but his body murmured a protest. 
Almost there, he whispered. Almost there. 
He threw himself forward into the shadows, heavy limbs swinging as he stag­
gered up the winding, dirt path. Tangled vines and thorny bushes grasped at him, but 
he shielded his face with his arms, tucked his chin against his chest, and plowed ahead. 
Minutes stretched unbearably onward, until with a gasp he broke free into open air. 
His sneakers ground half-moon footprints into the grainy earth, the dirt as fine as fresh, 
crushed pepper. 
In one night, the decision had been made. He felt more alive than he had in 
months. 
Lucas rounded the last bend and immediately fell face-down into the dust, dark 
gritty earth mixing with his sandy hair, as he rolled over and hauled himself to the edge 
of the precipice. He had missed the sunrise, but no matter. The Vistula River wound far 
into the distance, watering the barren shadows and shimmering like a clear ribbon across 
the wooded landscape. The city of Sandomierz shone, cradled in the palm of the hills 
and highlighted with the golden rays of dawn, as though God's favor rested on it and it 
alone. The spires of the church and bell tower jutted sharp against the sky. 
Lucas's chest heaved with victory and exhaustion. Paradise. A triumphant smile 
slid across his face, and he slowly lifted one hand up in farewell. Unbearable paradise. 
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Today he would tell him. Tomorrow he would leave. After all the struggle, the 
turmoil, the unhappy indecision, he hadn't imagined it could be so simple. 
One Week Ago 
He felt as though the world was closing in on him, and the only release was to 
let the words spill out. He was in too deep to ever go back. 
"Don't you get it?" Lucas screamed. His father was red-faced with shock and 
embarrassment at his son's brazen behavior, even in the privacy of their own home. 
"What is left for me here?" 
"You have responsibilities!" The vein on his father's forehead bulged. "Your 
future to think of, the family business!" 
"I don't care about the business, you can have it!" 
"You don't have a choice," his father growled, voice rising to match. "You're 
my son." 
"I have a choice," Lucas said, jutting his chin out in defiance. 
They stood opposite one another, neither giving way. 
"If you leave," his father warned, soft and livid, "you'll be dead to me." He 
turned his back on Lucas and walked away, slamming the door behind him without 
another word. 
One Month Ago 
Lucas couldn't remember when it had stopped helping or even whether it had 
really ever helped at all. It was half past one when he finally collected his wandering 
wits, clinked his empty glass with finality against the bar counter, and staggered out the 
back door of KLUB POLSKA into the dank alleyway. His ears twitched with a familiar buzz 
that was oddly comforting, but it could not fully mask the tight knot of sick anxiety in 
his stomach. It made him vaguely unhappy that the knot was still there. 
Anger—fierce and helpless rage at the noose tightening around his neck—had 
ordered the first round. Lucas had picked the foaming glass up out of defiance and out of 
spite tilted it up to meet his lips. The first sip was for his father. The second bittersweet 
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gulp, his mother. The third, and fourth, and every one after was for himself. 
Pulsing music from the cramped dance floor where his classmates were shim­
mying and swaying to the beat spilled out into the alleyway behind him. This place was 
nothing special. In the daylight it would look small and dingy, but what else was there? 
People his age could be driven mad from the boredom of it all. 
Lucas teetered, bracing himself against the wall for a brief moment. Nobody 
who was anybody stayed here. Their parents were nobodies. Their grandparents, 
nobodies. Nobody, nobody, nobody. He shoved himself forward into a stumbling shuffle 
and started down the street. He, too, would be a nobody. 
Two Months Ago 
Lucas found his father kneeling in the cathedral. It wasn't surprising, really. 
Isn't that what one is supposed to do when tragedy strikes? Find refuge in a stiff pew 
and an empty building, rather than comfort your family. 
Lucas might have been angry had he not felt so hollow. He knelt beside his 
father, whose eyes remained closed, and stared blankly at the cold elegance of the sanc­
tuary. The air was heavy and stale and at least ten degrees cooler than outside. Black and 
pink marble wrapped around every structure; gold embellishment lined the walls. It was 
beautiful, probably. 
His father broke the silence first. 
"I've decided to add your name to the property deed for the inn. I think you're 
ready." He nodded, more to himself than to anyone else. "As soon as you graduate, we'll 
go to the bank and tell them." 
Lucas said nothing, but the words that had been welling inside him, that he had 
been struggling to string together and release, withered up and drifted away. He fixated 
instead on the twelve paintings of the Kalendarium that circumscribed the cathedral. 
Each depicted a grotesque collection of saints writhing in pain and agony, their eyes 
fixed on heaven as they gasped their last breath: a death for every day of the year. It 
seemed a gruesome image for worship. 
His father interpreted his silence as agreement, or perhaps attributed it to over-
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powering emotion. 
"It's what your mother would have wanted." His father's face crumpled like a 
napkin. "I think... the funeral will be a private affair." 
Lucas did not argue. Nobody whispers when someone gets cancer or has an 
automobile accident. But when a woman walks out into the Vistula River and allows it 
to carry her away, any acknowledgment that she ever existed can only be found in whis­
pers. Lucas looked again at the walls painted with suffering and wondered how many 
dreams the saints had sacrificed in their pursuit of divine glory. 
His mother had found her version of freedom. Lucas's mind wandered to the 
hills, to the earthy pepper silt of the mountains he had escaped to so many times before. 
He wondered what it would be like to look down upon the city from such great heights, 
to feel the breeze ruffle his hair and grasp at the horizon with his fingertips, and to 
know—with complete, triumphant certainty—that he would never return. 
His father's hand reached out and closed its heavy, cold fingers around his own 
in a semblance of comfort, snuffing the vision from his mind as quickly as it had been 
summoned; and in that moment, as they knelt beside each other in the cathedral, his 
father's grip as firm as iron bars, Lucas understood with inexplicable conviction that 
freedom was nothing more than a seven-letter word. 
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G r a c i e  F a i r f a x  
r 
Taken while traveling with friends in Hallstatt, Austria, following my semester abroad in Lithuania. The photo displays 
the beauty of towering mountains meeting still waters, with one solitary boat floating across. The piece reflects a still­
ness and slowing down that often seems lost in our culture and serves as a reminder of the importance of slowing down 
and taking in the creation that surrounds us. 
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Sonnet  
Chris  Meier  
You're like a standard filing cabinet. 
You're bald and dull and informational. 
Rough winds outside, you down a Percocet 
With bloodless hands. So educational, 
The toothless yellow folders in a row. 
Your crimson pen drew D's on C-plus work, 
"Apply yourself." Uncork that old Bordeaux. 
Remember when you were a soda jerk? 
The weathered manager called Miss Cologne 
Would smooth your hair and whisper, "Rare champagne." 
Saute those mushrooms, mellow bourguignon. 
Your study window tip-tap-tips with rain. 
The softened garden sleeps in verdant green— 
in storm clouds deepening, your files unseen. 
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B e n j a m i n  K r a p o h l  
"Lucy" is about potential, really. The bandage is a reminder of the blood and life just beneath the surface. Her expression is alive, 
ambiguous, and unreadable, even trapped inside the cold of a static medium. Living—particularly with the Holy Ghost as a roommate 
—comes with the promise of constantly becoming something. Sometimes you have to look at someone else to remember that. You see 
them in some sudden mundane moment, and you kind of quietly realize it. Lucy is just some hypothetical person thinking something, 
about to say something, or do something, maybe, and that's it. But she's also earth and breath and fire. And so are you. 
Honey ,  I 'm  Home  
Luke  Wi ldman 
"Timmy, don't play there." 
"I'm digging, Mommy!" 
"Don't play in the sandbox, Timmy. You'll get dirty." 
He pouts his lower lip. "Daddy would let me play." 
"Daddy isn't coming back." 
Bring, bring. I go inside. When I look out the window, Timmy is still digging. He has 
uncovered a foot in a white tennis shoe. 
Brew (or, Kettering) 
Suzanne  E lo ran ta  Rhee  
At your bedside, another attempt at comfort. 
You hated my tone (condescending) 
like you hate the scream 
of boiling water. 
(Herbal remedies failed, so 
you steeped in steam 
—as the tub clogged 
with clumped hair— 
and succumbed to 
the scream 
of boiling blood.) 
I offered pity, 
tepid water and Lipton 
thoughtlessly tossed 
in Styrofoam. 
You poured it into the bedpan. 
"Let this cup pass from me." 
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Charne l l  Pe te r s  
He's deep in the room by a mahogany chest, showing me the lace that belonged 
to his mother and grandmother. The wind sounds like it's going to rip this whole house 
up. I'm in the doorway. I'm thinking: okay, I'm faster than him. He left his arm crutches 
upstairs. I'm thinking: since when does a tour of a house take this long and why does it 
include this lace? He's showing me his mother's and his grandmother's lace alone in his 
room, and the lights flicker out. 
I've been rescued by his wife. She's cut up some fruit and wants us to eat, and 
I'm thinking: couldn't have cut the fruit any faster? Not wondering what your husband 
was doing down here alone with an 18-year-old girl? I'm saved by his wife and her cut 
up melons, and the lights come back on, and we're sitting at the table. 
We're eating at the table, and the girl I've come here to hang out with is taking a nap on 
the couch with her helmet on. She had brain surgery. We got a call at church saying she 
had fallen out of a moving car, but I know she threw herself out. Now, she's sleeping on 
the couch, and her little sister colors next to me, and watermelon juice dribbles down my 
wrists. 
On the way here, he was talking about widows and orphans. Orphans and 
widows. Widows and widows and orphans and orphans. I imagined a pasture of sheep. 
He recited Bible verses in the car, and his new wife and stepchildren were silent, as if 
they'd heard it a thousand times in the month they'd known him. He's talking about 
rescuing them. Rescuing all of them, because he's a man and he feels called to do it. Just 
like he rescued this girl and her sister and her mom. He's quoting Bible verses to me, 
and I'm thinking: Jesus, we're gonna die. I'm thinking: how about you keep your eyes 
on the road instead of on the rear view mirror at me. I'm thinking: good thing we have 
church tonight. Good thing I'll be home in a few hours. What could be so bad about a 
few hours? 
We're at the kitchen table, and he's crying. The little girl is coloring next to 
me, and we've eaten all our fruit. "Have I ever told you my testimony?" he asked. I'm 
thinking: I've never talked to you in my natural black life. 
We're at the kitchen table, and he's been sobbing for an hour. Snot dribbles 
into his mustache, and I'm trying not to gag. I'm not sure how many years he has left 
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to cover. We started early in his life. There was abuse and foster care and an extensive 
description of his body weight. There was an evil dad or was it an evil mom? He showed 
me the tattered remains of his first Bible. Now, we're at the first wife, and a car crash, 
and a head injury. He's asking me to feel his head. I refuse to feel his head. 
He's sniffling and telling me more about his marriage and his ministry, how 
God has called him to save the orphans the widows of the world. I'm thinking: how did 
he come up with this stuff? He's talking of some compound, the compound to house 
the orphans and widows, like these girls right here in the room. I'm thinking: this is the 
craziest shit I've ever had to listen to. I'm thinking: how did I get here? How did any of 
us get here in this house with this guy? I'm thinking I need to leave. We all need to leave 
now. 
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Blood  Makes  an  Aud ib le  Sound  in  t he  Ear  
Alexis  Colon  
of  God  
Between the buzz of laundry room 
and the buzz of mid-morning coffee 
and the buzz of radio waves ... 
came the boom of Big-Bellied Preacher bursting through: 
"And the LORD said, 'What hast thou done? 
The voice of thy brother's blood 
crieth unto me from the ground.'" 
Blood makes an audible sound in the ear of God. 
And I stop 
because somewhere in Zimbabwe 
a woman's been raped and all that's left is a stain 
squirming on the ground -
And I stop 
because somewhere in Anbar 
bodies are drenched in molten hate, 
mouths ajar, blown apart and steaming -
And I stop 
because somewhere on My Street 
blades scrape in self-hate across young arms 
and drain the thick-skinned scarlet blush -
And I stop 
because I can't bear it. 
The sound is deafening. 
Simply deadening. 
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"And now art thou cursed from the earth, 
which hath opened her mouth to receive 
thy brother's blood 
from thy hand." 
Across the universe gurgles 
our ground as it gulps it down 
because of this malice inside of me -
this enmity. 
I must stop. 
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Contrast  
Jessica Baide 
Wat Rong Khun, in Thailand, is a compilation of contrast and balance. War and peace, dark and light, new and old, 
tradition and change—all colliding in an unexpected space. 
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Disclosed 
R a e  K i n s e l  
Every day is filled with interactions. The majority of content within a conversation is unspoken: maintaining eye con­
tact, shifting of the legs, crossing of the arms. It's easy to overlook our surroundings in the rush of the day. 
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Since re ly  
Suzanne  E lo ran ta  Rhee  
A week after our argument, Ben stops the silent treatment. Sort of. He sends an email: 
cold, detached, just like the articles he writes for the university newspaper. 
Dear Bailey, 
We've changed over the past two years. It would be better if we saw other people. 
Sincerely, Ben. 
Blank eyes stare at the screen. My throat swells until I nearly choke. I bow my head and 
count my breaths in sets of eight. It's the only prayer I know. 
When I open my eyes, my gaze drifts to the phone on my desk. I pick it up, turn on the 
screen, turn it off again. 
What would I say anyway? Ben wouldn't listen. 
I let the unspoken incubate inside me. 
A month passes. 
I wake to find blood stains on my underwear. I've been told this is normal. 
Later, the bleeding increases, and I know. 
I guess I always heard that the first pregnancy doesn't stick. That's why expecting 
couples don't announce the news for several months. So really, this also is normal. 
It doesn't feel normal as the decaying matter slides out of my womb and into the toilet. 
With a flush, it disappears into the dormitory sewage system. Gone. So easy to erase as 
if it never existed. I feel as if I am committing the gravest blasphemy. 
On our first date, Ben asked me to go on a walk with him. When I stepped outside the 
dorm, I discovered that he'd raked all the leaves onto the sidewalk because he heard that 
I loved the crunching sound they made when I stepped on them. 
Now he won't talk to me and I am curled up, knees to chest, on the bathroom floor with 
the dust and stray strands of hair. 
How did it all go wrong? 
After a while, I stand and find the prenatal vitamins that I kept hidden from my room­
mate under a pile of folded shirts. The pills scuttle from the bottle into the toilet. Like 
the Egyptians who buried their pharaohs with feasts for the afterlife, I send provisions 
for the child that never was. 
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Out of respect or maybe fear, I refuse to name it. 
My hands shake so hard I can hardly dial the number. The dorm room presses in, warm 
and close, squeezing the air out. 
"Hello, campus counseling office. How may I help you?" 
"Hi, this is Bailey. I'm one of John's patients. Is he available right now?" 
The belt on a discarded pair of pants calls to me while I wait for the transfer. 
"Hello, this is John." 
"John, it's Bailey. I—" 
I am suffocating. I am alone. 
"—I lost the baby." 
His voice crackles and cuts through the speakers. A bad connection. "I'm very sorry to 
hear that, Bailey. How recently?" 
"Yesterday. I'm scared. And I feel all empty and—" 
There's a razor in the shower caddy I could use. 
"-dead." 
"That's a very normal reaction to such a deep loss." 
"Can I come in to see you?" 
"I'm sorry, but my schedule is jammed full through final's week. If you want, I can refer 
you to a counselor in the city." Silence crackles. "I understand it's hard, but I promise 
that if you hold out, it gets better. You're a strong girl." 
"Oh, that's okay. I'll come in next semester." 
Click. 
Over Christmas Break, I meet up with an old high school friend at our favorite restau­
rant. The table still has crumbs and sticky residue from the last customers, but the heav­
enly cheeseburgers make up for its lack of charm. 
She doesn't ask about Ben, and I don't tell her about the pregnancy or the miscarriage or 
the way that my mother's sleeping pills whispered to me for a week. The flickering neon 
Open sign in the window distracts her, but I watch the darkness leak in from the night. 
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She asks me about my summer spent counseling at a Christian camp. 
I tell her that the kids were funny and full of deep questions about God. 
She asks how it changed me. I know it's because she wants me to find Jesus. 
I tell her I've found faith, but don't expound. I'm not sure what in, because I've found 
that blood doesn't cleanse. It stains. 
Months later, I tell Ben about the pregnancy in an email. I don't want to see him, and I 
don't want his sympathy. I just want him to know; he deserves that much. So I keep it 
short. 
He does, too. 
Bailey, 
I'm sorry, but I don't believe you. Why would you wait until March to tell me? It sounds 
like a pathetic attempt to get me back. I need proof. 
Sincerely, Ben 
Proof. Of course the journalist wants proof. What proof do I have, three months later? A 
slip from Planned Parent saying that, as of December 15th, I am not pregnant. I flushed 
the real evidence down the toilet. 
I let the silence speak for me. 
A few days later, he amends the message. 
Look, Bailey, I'm sorry. I didn't mean to sound so cold. I just want to know if I could 
have been a father. 
I have little to say to him. 
Ben, 
And I want to know if I could have been a mother. 
Sincerely, Bailey 
Last summer, one of the camp kids asked me about his dying grandfather. A good man, 
he told me, but a Jew who never believed in Jesus Christ. Would they meet again in 
Paradise? 
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I didn't have an answer. Now, I have only more questions. What about all the children 
created out of immorality? Those who die before they have ears to hear or minds to 
comprehend a gospel? Is there room for defenseless sinners in heaven? 
Cardiomyopathy 
Sarah Elaine Ellis I Ar t  Winner  
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It's the end of the day and the construction workers have gone home. The sun sags like 
a heavy fruit on a bloody vine. A woman smokes in an alley as orange rays spill over the 
top of the building and refract through grimy green windows. As diesel trucks rumble 
past, the angle is such that their mirrors flash right into the alley. She hides her face from 
it. 
Her body is there, with black hair and a face the shape of an apple. With one bovver 
boot shuffling a broken brick on the ground, she drags on a cigarette, then pulls a second 
one from her coat, lights it, and breathes both together. Her coat is a baggy army surplus 
one. 
A door squeaks open in the wall next to her. A hairy Mediterranean man steps into the 
alley and sees her. 
"Randi," he says. His eyes flash in the sun. He is wearing a floral shirt. "Why are you 
here?" 
Without a word she steps past him into the half-lit room. Her boots clomp on black and 
white checkered linoleum. There are steel shelves stacked to the ceiling with cookware. 
A bright flame appears from the other side of a window in the wall, where a man with 
thick arms is squirting a bottle of liquid into a frying pan. 
Randi balances a boot on the bottom cookware shelf and absorbs the musty room. 
"Please, I just clean that," the Mediterranean man says. She steps down. 
"Sorry, what can I do for you? You want a drink?" He ekes out a smile. 
She looks at the mole on his temple. "Your office?" she says. 
"Yes, come." 
She follows him into a side room, lit by a single light bulb hanging from a chain; stacks 
of briefcases and papers are cramped on the floor and against the walls. A hollow metal 
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desk sits in the center. 
He maneuvers through a gap between two stacks of paper, knocking a few pages to the 
floor, swivels the chair around, and sits. The chair is too big for him, and with his elbows 
on armrests that are too high, his torso is locked in a shrug. 
He beckons to a rusty folding chair in front of the desk. 
"There is chair." 
She stays standing and blows a smoke ring. 
"You mind?" he says, waving away invisible smoke. "I have customer. What they say 
with all this smoke shit?" 
Crow's feet under his eyes give the impression that he is always wincing. She takes 
another deep drag, then plucks one from between her lips, drops it onto the tile, and 
grinds it to ash with her boot. The second cig glows orange between her teeth. 
"Other one, too? You fuck up my halva with that shit." She breathes; the hands of the 
analogue clock on the wall chunk dumbly. 
"You scared, Ardi?" she speaks. 
He stares into the light. Dust mites orbit like little asteroids. 
"Scare?" 
A clang sounds from the kitchen. 
She takes off her coat and drapes it over the folding chair. Underneath she is wearing 
black tights and a long sleeved black frock with frayed lace. 
She flicks the other cig onto the floor. 
"Te qifsha," he mutters. 
Without warning, she has vaulted the desk and is mounting him. 
"KurveV 
She forces him back into the chair's leather folds, and places his brown hands around 
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her waist. 
"You scared?" she breathes into his hairy ear. 
"You know this. I can't," he gasps. 
"Man up. Come on." The smile on her face looks like a grimace. 
Her tongue is gliding down his neck and his head is spinning. She reaches up and pulls 
the light bulb's chain, extinguishing everything except the sounds of her breathing. The 
smell of smoke on her breath is sharp and sour, but the brute confidence of it commands 
his primitive senses into submission. It smells like the city, like skyscrapers and steel 
and steam vents and dark corners, and the intrigue of acts unseen, hidden in the dark, 
secret and exclusive—only for those who know the right places and the right people. 
There is both a richness and a seductive sleaziness to it all that is unbearable. 
"Kurve," he mumbles, and accepts her waist in his hands. 
With her knees she pins him to the thick leather seat. He winces at first, but then accepts 
that as well. She begins to unbutton his shirt and he closes his eyes, feeling her cold 
soft fingers spider all over his chest. There is a crude, dark tattoo on his left bicep—a 
geometric, angular bird. 
When Ardi opens his eyes he sees a friendly shiny shape jutting from his hairy belly. 
Head adrift in the breeze, a sweet cat's paw flits and flutters his hair. A halo of fuzzy 
static descends over his eyes, and a panzer tank rolls into his gut. He vomits onto 
himself like an infant. The bile purges his body of pain and ushers in a heavy numbness. 
Bright novas imprint his retinas like a camera flash, and fade to nothingness, unbeing. 
The knife squelches as she pulls it from Ardi's bleeding abdomen. She wipes the blade 
and her hands on his shirt, and puts the knife back in her boot. The hilt is inlaid with a 
black jagged bird. She pulls her coat back on. 
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Back in the kitchen, she sees the sous-chef brute in his blue fire picture frame. A gust of 
stove heat warms her face. The man is lost in the necessary daydream of one imprisoned 
and is oblivious to her presence. 
It's dark now. She walks along narrow brick walls, tracing her fingers in the grooves, 
and arrives at a congested boulevard squashed between brown tenements. The night-
hawks and insomniacs scuff their shoes on pavement and strike matches in their palms 
and stuff their falafel shop paychecks into back pockets and grab each other's rough 
arms. They crowd outside neon bars. As she walks past propped open doors, laughter 
lurks merrily from within dim rooms. The summer air swims in every corner of the 
city—swirling around parking meters, swishing under graffitied bathroom stalls, gliding 
through the legs of barstools into kitchens and back allies, where stubbled teenagers in 
course aprons heft rubbery garbage bags into piles. Delicious and sour and hot smells 
mingle. 
Her boots love the concrete on the seven-block walk from the restaurant to the apart­
ment building. When she gets there, a working girl in fishnets is sitting on the porch 
steps. She sways with closed eyes to the rhythm of the breeze and doesn't take notice 
when Randi steps past her into the orange corduroy lobby. She rings the buzzer for the 
room marked ARDIXHAKO, and a garbled metallic voice says, "Yes?" 
"It's Randi," the girl says. 
"Oh." There is a pause. A stream of drunken kids passes by the open front door. She 
looks back and sees that Fishnets is gone. 
The speaker cracks and sighs. 
"Let me up." 
"Yes, come," it says. 
Her footsteps reverberate on cinderblock stairs. On a landing outside No. 36 she knocks. 
Latching sounds against the door give the impression that a dozen separate locks are 
being unlocked, until the door opens with a flimsy chain still fastened between the door 
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and the wall. A woman peers through the crack in the door and then closes it. There is 
another latching sound and the door opens all the way. 
Bora Xhako is a head shorter than Randi, with darker features—clean, cherry wood 
skin; curly black hair; a Roman nose; and a large bust. She looks polished and matronly, 
a quirk that defies her young age. Randi stands outside the doorframe, waiting to be 
invited inside Bora's apartment. 
"You didn't, did you?" Bora asks in a husky, breathless voice. 
"Yes," says Randi, with the face of a mannequin looking into Bora's eyes. A little 
choking noise sounds in Bora's throat and she stares back. 
"He is free now," Bora says. 
The next hour of shuffling and scraping raises a specter of dust in the apartment. It 
doesn't take long to haul all of Ardi's stuff to the dumpster—wardrobe, secondhand desk 
contents, tube television, bottles of cheap raki (Bora said if she was going to drink she 
might as well drink something that didn't taste like volcanic piss), tomes on business 
management. The last item to be chucked is the knife. The windowless closet Ardi used 
as his study is now open and airing. Ardi fetishized stuffy spaces. 
Bora and Randi lie on a bed, looking in unison at the ceiling. Randi has changed into 
Bora's summer-yellow dress. The air is still laced with cigarette smoke, but it feels 
lighter, as if there is a helium leak somewhere. 
Now with the neon-tinted breeze drifting through the white lace curtains, Bora and 
Randi feel their bodies sink into the bed and breathe. Hums and shouts and laughter drift 
from the street three stories below. Waves of warmth lap against their bodies, and gulls 
laugh at some distant shore. 
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Bora, half asleep and wholly alive, speaks, her voice dancing among columns of dust 
motes. "We are criminal." 
The soft body next to her yawns, and then speaks in sleepy syllables, "The sun is dying, 
Bora." 
"Yes, so nothing cares." 
The curtains whisper their spell, a beautiful breeze of unconcern and languor, a perfect 
unbeing. 
As Bora and Randi let their clothes fall to the floor, seven blocks away a hairy arm 
un-catches from a leather armrest, and the body it's attached to crumples onto dusty 
linoleum. 
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Cognita Mori — Learning to die. The deepening and spiritual growth of all persons is about learning to meet the end of 
our days. In learning to die well, we prepare ourselves for the fullest goodbyes here and the fullest hellos there. 
Pa l l  Bea r ing  (Female )  
S. Taylor Hughes 
All learning is concerned with preparing ourselves to die well. To speak of truth is to speaking of learning how to die. 
Only in contemplating and carrying death with us — in pall bearing — do we see ourselves truly, reconcile to our 
mortality, and learn to live fully. 
Timeless 
Suzanne  E lo ran ta  Rhee  
A running clock and the ticking of time through bare, clattering branches: drip­
ping down, dissolving into the river, diffusing wasted moments and lost life. A watch 
and a stream and a forest, and nobody but me to see it. 
The river's constant rush to the ocean keeps it from freezing solid, particle 
dashing against particle dashing against rock. I dip the toe of my boot in to see if I feel 
anything, and I don't. I let the seconds drip and drop and ripple in the stream like they 
were meant for nothing else on this cloudy afternoon. Someday, the river will stop 
running and so will the time. For now, minutes leak from my watch. 
I've been looking for this place to pour all my wasted minutes. This place to let 
them wash away and be forgotten, where they won't hunch on my shoulder and whisper 
in my ear, "You could have done something and you didn't. You could have." 
You could have, too. You could have. You could have come with me, but you didn't. You 
said it was a waste of time. You said you were a waste of time, too, and of space and of 
breath. I told you that breath couldn't be wasted out here in the forest, where full-leafed 
trees made more air than we could ever hope to breathe, pouring generously of them­
selves into all things. 
You reminded me that it was winter, that the trees were bare. 
Your watch sloshes in my pocket, and time stains its lining. Not with a wasted past—no, 
you were never one to waste—but all those future-facing what-if's. If only you could 
have let yourself grow, rather than fading. I suppose this spring, you'll start giving back 
to the earth. You, always sacrificing, always giving, like the trees with their clattering 
branches. 
You couldn't see that we wanted you here. We would have loved you even if 
by some impossibility you began to waste space and time and oxygen, like my heaving 
body that broke a sweat trying to climb these hills to the river where the water runs and 
doesn't stop to let me catch memories or breath. 
Right now, if you were here, you'd put a stopper in my watch so the time would 
stop dripping away unused. I wish I could scoop up those past hours, now dissolving in 
this icy stream, so that I could tell you how much you weren't a waste and how much we 
all need you here, and, really, we all is just me. 
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Just me on this slope next to this stream, alone and wishing. 
My hand shuffles around my pocket for your watch. Standing at the water's 
edge, the toe of my boot kicking up a spray, I uncork it and let all that unused time 
splash into the chilling blue. I watch you wash away from me, winding into the water 
and into the stream and into the ocean. 
You were not a waste. 
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Caro l ine  Nurkkala  
This piece is a nod to Jack B. Yeats's painting "For the Road," which also features a horse on a path and was painted 
in all manor of color. Like Jack, I have a particular fascination with horses, journeys, and the portrayal of movement. 
I also have an affinity for metaphor and otherworldliness, and through this painting I attempted to interpret the feel of 
those elements in the context of a journey. 
scalding 
Suzanne  E lo ran ta  Rhee  
i do not want 
to rub the grime from my body, 
the scouring of hot water 
aggravates my blighted skin: 
turns it raw, pink, 
exposed. 
you say heat purifies, 
but i have touched the flame 
and learned a different story. 
do not offer intermediaries 
and carriers of terrible beauty, 
a needle creates a puncture 
to relieve a swollen wound, 
i would rather close my eyes 
and imagine the infection 
is not burning under my skin. 
water, needles, this corrupted body, 
dirt and pain and healing, 
wholeness is a mystery 
that i deeply desire 
and deeply fear. 
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Body crooked on the couch, 
too dizzy to stand -
my temples pulsing, bones exhausted. 
You walk to me, feel my forehead: 
feverish. 
I confess 
my fingers can't grasp a spoon right now. 
You take a loaf of bread and rip, 
crust crunching under your fingers, 
and place bites on my tongue. 
A crazy straw near my lips, 
I sip cheap red wine from a paper cup. 
Fridays are like this, you tell me. 
So when you say it's going to get better, 
I believe you. 
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Rachel  Erskine |  Prose Honorable Mention 
We hid in the back of Mama's closet during the thunderstorms because I was afraid of 
them. It had been a real rainy spring, too. Thunderstorms every night. You didn't laugh 
at me for being so afraid of them. You hid in the back with me, sliding into the corner 
even though there were lots of spiderwebs. You said that spiders needed homes, too, and 
you yelled at me whenever I tried to vacuum them up. 
We rubbed our faces on Mama's tweed jacket, and the polyester pants were starched so 
much that they scratched our cheeks. We stuck our feet into her heels and used the rack 
to hold steady, only to come crashing down on the floor because our feet were too small 
for her big shoes, and we always wanted to see who could stand the longest without 
holding on. 
Sometimes we even fell asleep among the wool and cotton, only to be woken up when 
Mama came yelling, telling you it was time to go home and time for me to do the dishes. 
You asked every night if you could stay for dinner but Mama always said no because 
your dad didn't like you being out when it got late, like something bad was going to 
happen when it got dark. Even when we were twelve, your dad still expected you to be 
home for dinner at 7 PM sharp. 
You said the meat was always too salty and the vegetables overcooked. 
A week after you died, I brought dinner to your house. Mama cooked it. It was lasagna 
and green beans and garlic bread. I remember knocking on the door, and your dad let me 
in and on the kitchen table was a pork chop and a vegetable medley, just like you guys 
had every night. He invited me to eat with him, and we sat in silence the entire dinner. It 
was still too salty and the carrots almost dissolved on my tongue. 
The week before is the week I remember best. It was really bad by then, the cancer was, 
and you were at home with one of those home nurses. Your dad had stopped working, 
and he spent day and night in your room, pacing and reading his Bible and praying. 
Even though you were in a lot of pain, we went to Bible study Wednesday night. Pastor 
Jake brought you to the middle of the circle, and we all raised our hands, and we prayed 
for almost twenty minutes, all huddled around you. 
Rache l  Er s k ine  
"Lord hear our prayers," we all said. Everyone took a few steps away, and we all looked 
at you expectantly, like the cancer was just going to disappear, and you would be happy 
and cancer free and live to see your next birthday. We'd all heard the stories so we knew 
it was possible. Maybe God would listen to us this time because we all really meant it, 
and it seemed like He'd want to save you. You led us in Bible readings sometimes, and 
everyone in youth group liked you. 
I remember seeing the pain flash across your face, and I knew it wasn't gone. I think I 
stopped believing in God that night. 
Mama got really mad when I stopped going to church with her. I went the Sunday after 
you died, and they announced it and told everyone to pray for your dad. He was there, 
but he showed up fifteen minutes late and slid out before the service was even over. 
Pastor Daniel gave a sermon on loss, and I doodled on the offering envelope. Mama 
gave up trying to make me go, and that was the last Sunday I ever went to church. 
I'd never known someone with cancer before. Well, at least no one our age. Mama's 
sister Ruth had died of cancer before I was born, but Mama said she was old and mean, 
and she smoked a lot. 
I remember you found out because you thought you'd broken your leg, and they had to 
take an x-ray, and they found the tumor. 
We were sitting in my basement when you told me, wrapped up in blankets and 
watching some movie that your dad told you not to. 
"I have bone cancer." 
At first I thought it was a joke because it had to be a joke. You couldn't have bone 
cancer. We were twelve, and you having bone cancer didn't make sense. Cancer was 
something that old people got and those kids in sad commercials. I remember we sat in 
silence for a few minutes after you told me. 
"Wait-what?" 
"I have bone cancer." 
We spent the rest of the night in awkward silence. There was only one question I had, 
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but I was too afraid to ask. You left as soon as the movie was over, and I cried the whole 
night, bundled under layers of blankets and begging God not to let you die. 
We didn't talk for the rest of the week, and it was the loneliest one of my life. You 
were dying, and I didn't know how to be there for you. Mama knew, of course, and I 
remember her shaking her head sadly and saying, "Poor child" over and over and over, 
almost like a prayer. 
Three months after you died, your dad drove his car off the Pulaski Drive Bridge. He 
called our house, crying into the phone, saying sorry over and over and over and over. 
They found his car in the river the next morning. Your entire family was gone in the 
blink of an eye. In a week your house was on the market. I snuck in after finding out 
about your dad and took all your pictures and journals and birthday cards and all the 
books you wrote in. 
I wonder if your dad was trying to prove how sorry he was, or maybe he just wanted 
to be with you and your mom. I'm not sure if I believe in heaven anymore, but I hope 
you're all together again. 
Even though you were in a lot of pain, you wanted to be as normal as possible. It took a 
lot of convincing to get your dad to let you go, and I remember we had to swear up and 
down that neither of us would swim. Well I wouldn't swim because you weren't swim­
ming. We stayed inside on his couch the entire time, and his mom wouldn't leave you 
alone. She kept giving us cake even after we both said we were full. 
I kissed you at Tommy's birthday party. We'd settled in the basement to watch a movie 
and the others had run upstairs for ice cream. I don't really know why I did it, but it felt 
right, like I'd never get a chance to do it again. 
His mom walked in with a basket of laundry and saw us She called your dad, and you 
said you were scared to go home because he was going to be so upset. We didn't really 
talk about it but with all the screaming Mama did, I can't even imagine how mad your 
dad was. 
They wouldn't let us see each other for about a week, but our parents knew you were 
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dying, and it didn't seem fair to keep us apart. 
Mama dragged me to the front of the church for prayer, telling me that kissing another 
girl was unnatural, and I was going to hell if I kept doing that. 
I haven't kissed anyone since then. I'm still not sure if it's because I want you to be the 
last one I kissed or because I'm afraid of Mama. 
Your dad let you spend the night once. After Mama went to bed we snuck up to the 
tree house with all our sleeping bags and a pack of Hershey's Kisses. It was way colder 
than we expected, so we tried to stay warm by huddling up and telling each other funny 
stories. I spent a lot of the night awake because I knew it was probably going to the 
last time we would ever do that, and I was afraid that when you fell asleep, you weren't 
going to wake back up. 
Right before we fell asleep, you asked me if I still believed in God, and I said no. You 
got really quiet and said you weren't so sure anymore, either. Sometimes I wish I'd said 
yes; maybe that way you could've had some hope. 
A few months later I went into the tree house to do some homework, and I found all the 
Kiss wrappers. I probably should have thrown them away, but I liked finding pieces of 
you. Another time a birthday card you gave me fell out of my closet. It had little stick 
figures of us all over it, going on all sorts of little adventures. My favorite was the one of 
us in the gondola in Venice, floating down the river. 
Your nurse was really nice. Angela, I think. I remember the last few days, and she would 
sit at the side of your bed and read to you because you couldn't read yourself; you were 
in too much pain. We would sit there and take turns reading the book, but I always liked 
it when Angela read because her voice was really smooth. 
She never got mad at you, even when you yelled at her or when we stayed up too late 
laughing. I remember getting to your house really early one morning, and she was 
crying into a cup of coffee at your kitchen table. I think she was sad for you because you 
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were so young. When she saw me she stopped. I can't imagine doing her job. 
It was really sunny the day you died. It was the first day of spring and there were people 
playing in the cul-de-sac and laughing, and I remember all the chirping birds and the 
buds finally beginning to appear on trees. I was really mad. I didn't like that it was 
sunny. I wanted darkness and rain and thunder and lighting; I wanted the world to know 
that my best friend was dying. 
I wasn't even there when it happened, and I think that's what I hate the most. I wasn't 
there when you died. 
We got a phone call while I was eating Frosted Flakes. 
"Hello?" There was a long pause, and I watched as Mama's hand flew to cover her 
mouth. "Oh... Oh dear. Oh God." 
I'd never run so fast in my life. I almost tripped over my shoelaces to get across the 
street as fast as I could, and I didn't bother knocking, just ran right into your house and 
up the stairs and into your bedroom. 
Angela was consoling your dad, and I just stood there in the doorway. 
"At least she's not in pain." 
It seemed a really stupid thing to say. You weren't in pain because you were dead. 
There were a lot of people at your wake. You were lying in a casket at the front of the 
church, and I didn't go up at first because I didn't want to see you. I wanted to remember 
you when you were alive and full of life but then I realized I couldn't picture your face 
before you'd gotten sick. 
We'd always been best friends, but I couldn't picture you when you weren't in pain. I 
didn't remember what you were like before you were sick. 
Towards the end, when everyone but your dad had left, I went up to see you. 
You were wearing the same blue dress you wore to Tommy's birthday party, and they'd 
put make-up on your face so your cheeks were rosy and your lips pink. 
And for a second, I thought I saw you breathing. 
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Veronica Toth 
on 
Start with a blank page 
and stay there. You could draw 
all sorts of lines - to Locke, to tabula rasa -
but say nothing instead. I guess it's a postmodern 
thing you're doing: denying the narrative, 
subverting the story, making words 
mute and empty-handed. 
But don't say that either. 
If you have to write, till around 
in your soul and unearth bland images 
like celery. Use those. Use an ungodly amount. 
Glut your reader with a diet of nothing. 
Keep in mind that this isn't loss, a hole 
ripped open, a filled space vacated. This 
is different. This is a bare place where 
nothing's ever dwelled, a field always fallow. 
No tears, then. No anger. 
Passion is for plot. 
Plot - they will expect a plot. 
How do you break the news 
that there is none? 
If you do your job well, they will feel 
like they did after finishing The Stranger or 
Catcher in the Rye. You will have made 
room for void. You will have hummed a 
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monotone that they feel pulsing 
inside them, a monotone 
without words, one that tastes of celery 
and has the smell of natural gas. 
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Jona than  We lde  
"Fading Ridgelines at Last Light" testifies to the fact that living things return to whence they came - God states in Genesis 
3: "For you are dust, and to dust you shall return." In this shot, remnants of the soybean harvest are falling back to the 
field ground on a warm autumn day after being scattered in the air. These were once vibrant green, growing plants, and 
now have been plowed under for the winter. Even in dead fragments left to rot in an Indiana field, there is a stark reminder 
in what God can do with dust. 
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S. Taylor Hughes 
"You do not have to be good. / You do not have to walk on your knees / For a hundred 
miles through the desert, repenting. / You only have to let the soft animal of your body 
love what it loves." - Mary Oliver 
But I do wonder 
if I am good. 
Pacing two steps at a time 
never more than two 
in a single direction, 
having to flee, knowing not where, 
fearing that I am not good. 
Damages, 
to me, to others, 
caused in desperation, 
in moments of wild haste, 
follow me like 
bastard children 
whom I do not want and cannot disown. 
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Chris  Meier  
Southbound by the tracks, dozens of trailers sit on cinder blocks. 
The storied garages stained with rain 
dry in the dense heat. 
Televisions squat among plain wooden beer steins; 
they're rare commodities. 
Like a saintly menagerie 
aerials worship the sky with ads for the Rural King. 
Red tobacco spit cups hold holy water. 
One man coughs a homily 
for the tough-skinned peasants 
who treasure the entropy 
of the universal porch. 
They exalt the land, 
find peace and quiet—a medieval knockoff. 
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P au l a  We i nm a n  |  Poetry Winner 
There once was a man who had two sons. 
what happens 
if the boy doesn't come home 
if the fatted calf ages 
into chewy muscle, weathered 
sinews, spittle-flecked lips 
and thickening horns— 
if papa stands on the porch 
every night, alone 
for months on end, watching 
for whorls of red dust 
on the road? 
(dust lies still as ashes, 
silent as bleaching bones.) 
what happens is 
only this, 
every night, 
the older brother goes to the ripening fields 
through the work of his hands: 
these endless rows of rippling stalks, 
these burnished fields like boundless oceans, 
they engulf him. they hide him. 
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he the only, the solitary 
reaper, 
swallowed by the spaces 
the beloved son 
left behind. 
Give me 
my share 
of the inheritance. 
Cosmic  S t rangers  
Andrew  Pau l  Dav i s  
Separation, its sacrifices, and its intersection with the cosmic qualities of the human interior. 
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{Spacecraft  Propulsion and Astrodynami 
Sarah Lyons 
because there is a moment 
when Gehenna reaches back 
to scar papery earth— 
cauldron-air churning slow thickness, 
fire hardening calloused feet, 
bridge of the nose like 
corrugated tinfoil shattering 
thin-ice atmosphere— 
the rocket hatches from a puddle 
(in which it looked so big) 
and tumbles, 
an ellipsis of parts, 
among salt-crystal stars. 
Open Letter to My Body: One Part  Apology, 0 
Part  Thank You, One Part  Love 
I. 
I could not apologize enough for all the pain that I have put you through. Since I was 
a child you have done nothing but repair me and keep me together. All the cuts and the 
bruises and the black eyes never did any real damage, thanks to you. Even when my 
brothers tugged on me like a rag doll, even when they hung me from the giant tree in the 
front yard by my waist—"I'm Wonder Woman!" I told myself as my torso ached against 
the belt, held only by a rope and one of my brothers—you did not fail me, not once. 
All of my bruises have faded and all of my cuts have scabbed over, and I am sorry for 
picking them off and making you go through all the work to sew yourself back together 
again. 
I am sorry for the many times that I have allowed someone to shove needles through 
you in the name of independence and uniqueness, replacing the gaping holes with hard 
pieces of metal. For the times that I allowed someone to dive deep into my skin with 
needles to inject ink between your layers. Despite the excruciating pain, I didn't give 
you a second thought. I don't regret these things, but I feel like an apology is in order 
nonetheless. 
I'm sorry that I kept trying to separate the skin along my wrists like a dress to be 
unzipped in an attempt to understand my pain. Little did I know that the cuts would only 
leave scars that would leave me ashamed for years. I'm sorry that I abused you and beat 
you and tried to destroy you, despite your will to live. I did not take waking up every 
morning as a sign that I belonged here. The beating of my heart did not alert me of your 
desire to exist. I was a flower that refused to unfurl when the morning sun arose, a cater­
pillar unwilling to leave its chrysalis. 
There were many times that I did not take you into account in the name of beauty. 
"Beauty is pain" was whispered to me over and over an over, and I believed it. I wore 
heels that wore my feet to the bone, clothes too small to hold things in; I wore makeup 
even though I did not appreciate the face looking back at me. I did not know that those 
Rachel Erskine 
beautiful girls in magazines and billboards felt a pain so great that no number on a scale 
could ever be worth it. Young women and men that had barely lived would die with their 
ribs poking painfully from their chests because their stomach could not handle being 
empty, and they ate themselves alive. No amount of beauty could conceal a life partially 
lived. So I'm sorry, Body, for depriving you of food because I did not like your lumps, 
because I did not like the way you balloon out in the middle or the way that my thighs 
seem more like pillows than foundations to hold me upright. 
I still do not always like these things, but I am learning to love them every day. 
n. 
Thank you for holding me together. Thank you for supporting me as I jumped and dove 
and rolled and bruised my knees and arms and elbows on the hard volleyball floors. 
Thank you for not breaking even when I thought I could take no more. When my body 
screamed for a release that could only come through collapse, you never once faltered. 
Not once did my bones bow and not once did my muscles decide they no longer wanted 
to try. 
Thank you for standing tall in the face of battle and never keeling over when things got 
tough; when I thought my heart would burst in my chest like an atomic bomb unable to 
be diffused in time. Thank you for pushing air into my lungs and raising my voice, espe­
cially for the rights of others, for those whose lungs have given up, and for those whose 
mouths are filled with the ashes of oppression. Thank you, Eyes, for seeing the beauty of 
the world as well as the ugly, and Chest, thank you for burning when you recognized the 
injustice. 
Heart, you have kept beating and burning relentlessly, even when I begged you to stop, 
and I am forever grateful. 
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m. 
I love you. I love all of your lumps, I love your awkward angles and your uneven arms 
and the scars that have not healed and the ones that never will. I love that you will not 
give up on me, even when I pray to God that I will not wake up the next morning. Now 
I wear each scar on my flesh like a battle wound; proof that I am alive and that I have 
fought battle after battle, and I will never wave the white flag of defeat. 
I will hold my chin high, for you are mine. 
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Security 
Becca  VanHorne  
This man is the security guard at a hotel in Pokhara, Nepal. He has this amazing high-pitched voice which is very much like 
Kermit the frog in the best way. I was in awe of him the whole time I stayed at this hotel. I saw beauty in his laugh, in his 
voice, in his wrinkles, in his eyes, in his dedication, in his joy, in his faith, in him. I learned through the Nepali people what 
beauty is and the way all people embody authentic beauty through their humanness. The immense beauty in the mundane and 
simple was the reason behind this photo. 
Game Theory  
Veronica Toth 
Until Dad appeared with forceful 
advice and strong critiques, 
chess was jazz - the rules formed 
sheet music which we bent to our 
will. We laughed in full symphony, 
improvising wildly and faking 
brilliant schemes. But Dad 
took over, lean strategy making 
play a noun and not a verb. We 
stared blankly into black and white 
as my king was tied and gagged: 
the joy of coronation undermined 
by rigid waltz moves, smooth 
spontaneity becoming staccato. 
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Midnigh t s  a t  Your  House  
Charne l l  Pe te r s  |  Poetry Honorable Mention 
Down to nothing tonight 
in your gorged, furnace room. 
You: high panties, white silk slip. 
The brown where your breast 
should be sags into a pucker. 
Me: sports bra, short shorts. 
Your teeth rest on the table 
with a year's worth of paper 
stacked like dry stone wall. 
Your carpet's been planted 
with beads like scattered seed 
from tremolo hands. 
Midnight means Golden Girls. 
"My girls is on," you say. 
"She crazy," you say. 
More crazy, all the sex, 
and I can't help calculate 
how long you've been alone. 
My eyes sag with sleep 
through an ad on diabetes 
and Christmas movie sneaks. 
"Ain't you tired?" I ask. 
I know the prevailing answer: 
Always and no. 
Halfway through the one o'clock 
I creak downstairs, feet on cold tile 
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of a landing where you fell last year. 
I check the locks and settle 
into bed, listening for you above. 
Laundromat  Tuesday 
Caro l ine  Nurkkala  
I can't remember the last time I had a good Tuesday. Maybe I had one once when I was 
a kid, but of course I don't remember it. Tuesdays are awful. I go to the laundromat on 
Tuesdays. My birthday is next Tuesday. I hate birthdays. 
At the laundromat today, I dozed off again reading the newspaper. I never know why 
I pick up it up; I just do. The laundromat lady must put it on top of the washer I use 
because it's always there when I show up. I look at the sports section. I read the names 
of the players and decipher the scores. Usually, there's an interesting picture or two. I 
never played sports as a kid, and I've always disliked the feel of the newspaper pages 
between my fingers. I'm always afraid I'll get ink on my hands and ruin my Hanes. The 
paper is too soft. I fold it, poorly, and spin it onto the next washer over. No one uses that 
washer. Someone will take the newspaper, though. 
Colors go first in the dryer. There is never a dryer across from my washer. Moms use 
those dryers. I carry my laundry in my arms; they'll get dirty in the baskets here. I use a 
bag when I bring my laundry. I separate my colors and my whites and my bathroom mat. 
My mother always washed the bathroom mat on Saturday, did our clothes on Sunday. I 
do my laundry on Tuesday. 
I don't fold my shirts like other people do. Wife-beater guy barely folds his. All the 
moms have a system. They do their whites first when they wash but last when they fold. 
They fish everything out of the baskets except socks and underwear, shaking them off 
like dead leaves. I enjoy watching them while I wait. These dryers take an hour. I sit on 
the gumball bench by the counter. If I accidentally bring extra change, I get a gumball 
sometimes. 
The warmth of the dryer in my clothes makes them feel soft like the newspaper. I don't 
like folding clothes. The folding table is always busy. I squeeze past it when I go to my 
washer. It has tangled hair balls on it and those useless dryer sheets. The moms—and 
even wife-beater guy—uses those useless dryer sheets. There's a garbage bin between 
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the fake tree and the table. I would use the garbage bin if I used dryer sheets. 
I don't want to fold my clothes today. They can just go in the bag. My whites, too. And 
my mat. No, I'll carry my mat. But I have to put down my bag to give the laundromat 
lady my money. 
When I leave, I forget to swipe my change off the counter. I pick up my bag and walk 
out. Now I'm in my car, buckled, key in my hand. I could go back. I even looked at the 
change when she said: "Thirty-one cents is your change," and clicked down one quarter, 
a nickel, and a green penny. I watched her do it. 
But no. I slid the key into the ignition and drove away. I don't want any change. Tues­
days will always be awful. 
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Suzanne  E lo ran ta  Rhee  
"Be," she says as he plays with her dark hair and watches her tug the glistening petals 
from a flower. He thinks she is silly. Being is a passive action, not one that can be 
commanded. 
He kisses her lips and says, "Tell me more," because he wants to understand what it 
means to date a poet, where even a two-letter word is loaded with meaning. The way her 
brow crinkles, he can tell that this word, this single command, carries great importance 
for her. 
"Be," she repeats as she mulls over the ways she could expound. She watches the clouds 
blow across the sky. Her eyes darken the way they sometimes do when she stares into 
space in search of the perfect word for a poem, as if it will appear from the unfocused 
middle space of life. "I think people forget to breathe sometimes." 
He laughs. "That's when we die, sweetie." 
She scuffs her tattered flip-flops on the cement under the park bench with her foot. 
She has sat on this bench many times with or without him. She has scuffed her shoes 
without walking anywhere, just by contemplating the meaning of things that he takes for 
granted. 
"That's not what I mean. Breathing as in living." 
"You can't forget to live." 
"Living as in..." She frowns. Time passes. The sun begins to droop. "As in people don't 
take enough time to watch the ducks swim. They work and play but don't even revel in 
the miracle of existence." 
He smiles as if he understands and kisses her cheek. "So tell me, Poet, how do we help 
these people revel?" 
In the protracted silence that follows, he wonders if this is her manner of reveling, 
living, breathing, being: by contemplating the secrets of the universe and the miracle 
of existence. He thinks he should pay attention more often. If it's a fundamental part of 
who she is; he should try to understand. But he doesn't, and she never says it in words 
he can get because he's just not as smart, or at least he thinks he's not—what with only 
a high school degree and a delivery job with Fed-Ex. She's the one in graduate school to 
study words. 
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"We write poetry," she answers. 
"Most people don't read poetry. How are you going to get them to do that?" 
"We have to find ways to make people slow down. We show them that their heartbeat 
is beautiful and give them reasons to stand and just listen. We graffiti haikus on under­
passes. We lead by example." 
"I'll help with the graffiti." 
She kisses him again and turns to watch the sun sink over a pond of swimming ducks. 
He holds her hand, wishing that her thoughts would somehow be as accessible as the 
soft whorls on her fingertips. 
Maybe this is her teaching him how to be. When he watches her watch the world with 
quiet, dark eyes, she is training him to be aware of her miraculous, mysterious mind and 
the way she finds him valuable even though he can't appreciate her poems the way she'd 
like him to. 
Her existence, dark hair and dark eyes and whorled prints, are a miracle beyond compre­
hension to him. And every word she speaks is so heartfelt that he is sure she is the 
miracle he is meant to revel in. 
"Be," he muses as the clouds begin to fade into pink tones. 
She nuzzles into his neck, and he breathes her in. 
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Cosmonau t i ca l  
Caro l ine  Nurkkala  
Painting a nebula has been on my list of things to try, and this is my first attempt to do so in acrylic. It was an interest­
ing challenge to figure how to accomplish the look and feel of colorful gases floating in space as well as their amazing 
depth and size. I certainly wasn't as successful as maybe I would have liked, but it was a fun exercise and I'm happy 
with how it turned out. I just feel a little bad for that astronaut floating around out there, but at least the view is pleasant. 
Let t ing  Go,  Looking  Back  
CharneH Pe te rs  
A summer day at the public pool in 2004. Trista has a bowl cut that somehow looks 
worse when wet. She's dunking a Crunch bar in her nacho cheese, and I'm attempting 
to dry my circular Harry Potter glasses on my damp towel. This is our usual spot, in the 
grass plot where unchaperoned children and teens bask in their independence. A large 
tree in the middle marks seniority. Only cool teens who cuss and wear bikinis or wear 
girls with bikinis can be directly under its shade. 
We, nerdy almost fourth graders, are relegated to an island of her colorful beach towel 
and my pale bath towel where we dry under the scorch of the sun, though I am getting 
blacker and she, pinker. I poke at a squishy part of her back and it pales. She swats my 
hand. 
"Want some?" she asks. 
"Yeah." 
I accept a piece of chocolate and dip it in the cheese, not my favorite, but it's the way 
she eats it, so I will too. We live like this, doing things because the other does. Back 
then, it never occurred to me how dangerous it was to take so much ibuprofen for fake 
headaches just because she frequently got real ones. 
"Want to go on the diving boards when break is over?" I ask. 
She doesn't answer. Her eyes are glassy and unseeing. Her mouth is frozen, parted. I 
wait, helping myself to a chip from her limp hand. 
She comes to before I'm done chewing, saying "Whaa? Whaat?" and looking around 
confused like she usually does after an episode. 
"You spaced out," I say and wait for her to really see me before repeating the question 
about the diving board. 
"Sure," she says, sounding dazed. "But you're going to chicken out." 
She's right. The pool manager says, "5 minutes until the end of break" over the loud­
speaker, and the lifeguards mosey back to their posts. Sweating mothers, lining the 
perimeter of the gates on tan beach chairs are fanning themselves or rummaging through 
coolers or reading books and send their children to wait at the edge of the pool for the 
hour whistle. 
We'll be close behind the mad dash, and even though we'll be in a hurry to conceal 
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ourselves within the water, we will stop with our toes at the edge, grip each other's 
hands, and chant, "White with black, black with white, jump together with all your 
might." For a few seconds we'll hang in the air, rigid with thrill, eyes squeezed, a 
breathless mass, before plunging in together. 
Trista says she read about Our Chant in a book featuring a black and white best friend 
pair. It's her thing, like how she loves to buy us best friend paraphernalia: bracelets, 
anklets, book marks, necklaces, usually a heart ripped in two, only to be whole when 
the "best" and "friend" are reunited. We don't have a complete set between us, because 
I can't keep track of anything. I hate the responsibility of the tiny tokens and possibly 
even the label. I have no doubt that Trista is my best friend, but can people have more 
than one? 
A group of bikini clad girls walks past us with red and blue popsicles. We gaze at their 
flat stomachs and fake tattoos, and the conversation turns to the size of our thighs. 
"Mine are definitely bigger than yours," Trista says and we mash our warm legs 
together. 
I disagree, as always, because my thighs are enormous and flabby all the way down to 
the knee and hers are wider but not all the way down. Then we move to other parts of 
our bodies and speak with authority on whose is smaller, bigger, rounder, pointer, and so 
on. Since preschool, we've shared too many baths, showers, games of truth or dare, and 
general nakedness with each other not to know the other's body well. 
*** 
I open my eyes so quickly, I wonder if I had been asleep. I can't see anything, not even 
the sides of the tent, but they are flapping in the icy wind. Trista's above me, telling me 
to get up. 
"Don't tell me you have to pee," I say. 
"I do," she says and then reminds me, "I got up with you last night." 
She's zipping up her coat. 
"Go by yourself," I say, even as I crawl out of a heavy pile of sleeping bags and blankets 
that smell like her cat, Fivel. Our Girl Scout leader, Lola had commanded us to go in 
pairs to the restroom at night. 
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Huddled outside of the stinky wooden shack at the edge of the woods, I shine my light, 
the oblique glow falling on fire pits and empty awnings. It lands on the nearby tent in 
which the other girls from our troupe are whining, giggling, and shushing each other. 
I'm glad we're in a tent alone. The risk of us getting frost bite from lack of body heat is 
much less than the risk of us strangling one of the other girls, including Trista's younger 
sister, Torie. 
After we've crunched back to the tent, shed our outer layers, and bundled under our 
blankets, Trista informs me, "Lola said we'll be getting a polar bear patch for camping 
in below zero temperatures last night." 
I imagine the embroidered square with a lumpish, smiling polar bear. Not worth it. 
Trista falls back asleep, and I'm drifting off when I hear a soft growling outside. I hold 
my breath to listen closely. It's a rumbling, an angry animal. 
I hit Trista on the head. "Wake up." 
"If you have to pee, I'm murdering you." 
"No. Wake up. There's something out there." 
My eyes are wide and searching, but it's useless. I'm patting around for the flashlights. 
She sits up too, curious, not worried. My breathing is ragged. I am not dying like this. 
"Don't you hear that?" I ask. 
"The purring noise?" 
"The growling noise," I say. "Jesus. You have a cat. Can't you tell the difference? A bear 
is out there sniffing around our campsite." 
She's laughing, her body shaking beside me in the dark. 
"Oh my God. Do you really think there's a bear out here? This is Spring Mill, not the 
wilderness." 
Since when is a preserved forest not a wilderness? 
"You can hear cars on the highway, Charnell. There's no bear. Sit your little ass down 
and go back to sleep." 
She half throws me back beside her and I flop back into my nest, turning away from her. 
"Are you crying?" She asks. 
"Fuck you," I say and throw my pillow at her face, because I am crying and I know I 
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won't be able to stop. 
"It's probably just a deer or something," she offers. But she's chuckling. 
I'm sobbing now. A bear, a deer. What did it matter? If an animal wanted to get in the 
tent, it could, and then I'd be mauled, and police would be finding my body parts in this 
frozen wasteland for weeks. 
She's lying next to me again. She's saying it's not a bear. Why hasn't it moved? WTiat 
would a bear be doing at a regularly used campsite full of a hundred boy scouts and 
twelve girl scouts? I keep calling her a bitch because she won't stop laughing, and I've 
never cussed like this before, and it's exhilarating. But I'm thankful for her body heat 
and her breath at my back. 
I know, even if there were a bear, she would jump in front of my shocked stiff body and 
die first, like every single time we've been trapped by a stray dog in my neighborhood 
when she puts her bike in front of mine and talks me down from an impending asthma 
attack while maneuvering us away. 
"There's no bear," she says. 
And at some point, I begin to believe her. Either that, or I realize it's too cold to be 
crying. I'm exhausted. We go back to sleep. 
*** 
Mom and I are late to the funeral. We're on the back bench and I'm looking for Trista, 
although I know she's somewhere way in front. Her grandmother, Winona, has just died 
a week after Christmas. They kept the lights and wreaths up for her ceremony. 
The pastor talks about Winona's farm, and that is what I remember about her, the house 
in the middle of endless com and soybean fields that her relatives own and work. I'd 
been there for Easters, Fourth of July celebrations, and family hog roasts when I was 
a kid, a black kid, standing out from the gruff white men in overalls and the women in 
faded high waist shorts. 
We're the only black people in the sanctuary, of course. We don't have a program, so 
we can't sing along. I try to remember the last time I've seen Trista. It might have been 
my grandpa's funeral last January. We're those friends now, the ones you only see for 
tragedies. 
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Our moms are still close, and that's how I know what I know about her. She's going 
back to school. Her seizures have gotten worse. Those episodes of "spacing out" 
our entire childhood were actually absence seizures. And she hadn't told me she had 
epilepsy until she began having clonic seizures in high school—the kind where you fall 
and twitch a lot. 
After the service, I meet Trista, and we go downstairs to eat. It's a potluck, and I try to 
add how many church potlucks we've been to together, an incalculable amount, like 
any decent Christian childhood in the Midwest. I talk a little bit about school. She talks 
about how she buried Fivel a few weeks ago. His long diagnosis of feline leukemia 
finally caught up to him. 
We do our usual: 
"You have a boyfriend yet?" 
"Nope. You?" 
"Nope." 
If one of us gets a boyfriend, we may have nothing to talk about anymore, even though 
years of history buzz through our bones. 
When we hug, my body doesn't know hers. The shape is different, the smell. Our ears 
are touching, listening maybe for some familiar tune on the inside. For a while we're 
clutching, breathing, our arms full of each other, of halves we had previously not known 
how to live without. 
We let go. I need to leave before the roads get too icy. She has to stay and take care of 
things here. 
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Suz a nne  E lo r an t a  Rhee  
you find yourself in need of grace 
as your back bows under the weight 
of corrosive histories. 
"wretched man that i am 
who will deliver me from this body of death?" 
packs strung across your shoulders, 
you stumble, shivering, in a fog 
as one being and two parts: 
a stalwart, earth-chained frame 
and a restless breath of a soul 
that wriggles to release. 
slip from your skin 
when you find the zipper. 
spiral free from the corpse you renounce, 
abandoned, on the sunroom floor. 
a splitting, a silence. 
it hurts, but not for long. 
then, howling liberation: 
the joy of being another's voice, 
of being grasped and held in a new way. 
find rest in knowing you are the air, 
but the air is not you. 
store your stories in weathered rocks, 
and blowing sand will do the rest. 
let every word 
detach 
and mix to tell a new story. 
watch the formless wind form the world. 
w e  a r e  a i r  
listen: a whistle across the open sea 
a sweet, cold song to slice open 
the skin of the body and release 
the soul, trapped for too long 
by brittle bones, 
the storm calls for you. 
so spin, my little dervish, 
until your eyes see blurs 
and you become breath. 
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S. Taylor Hughes 
Ps. 141:2 "Let my prayer be counted as incense before you, and the lifting up of my hands as the evening sacrifice." 
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Veronica Toth 
i. 
It was the first time I'd heard Paul's warning about communion, guarding the 
breaking of bread (or little bites of saltine cracker) and the shedding of blood (into 
thumb-sized plastic cups). 
Whoever, therefore, eats the bread or drinks the cup of the Lord in an unworthy 
manner will be answerable for the body and blood of the Lord. Examine yourselves, 
and only then eat of the bread and drink of the cup. 
I examined myself so hard that I think I went cross-eyed, and when I chose a 
saltine, I felt afraid. Amlsavedamlsavedsaveme. I'msorryl'msorry. Helpme. 
n. 
The next time, when I saw the golden offering plates all stacked up on the altar 
at the front of the church, my hands went cold. My heart went cold. I knew I had to 
get everything in line before I could take communion. And it started: I'msorryl'msor-
ryl'msorry. I felt sick; it felt silent. And in those seconds before the plate reached my 
hand I thought, I'll play it safe. 
None for this good girl. Thanks. 
m. 
My first Catholic service, with my best friend and her mom, was quite the expe­
rience for an exhausted Protestant. Holy water. Blessing from a mortal. Altar boys and 
slick marble and creeds that I carefully edited so I was only saying what I agreed with. 
They told me that I could go up and receive a blessing instead of taking the 
Eucharist, but as I remember, I stayed in the pew as they filed out in front of me. I kept 
my eyes fixed low as I sat, for a brief second, alone. 
IV. 
I was at college and not quite sure how it had happened, not quite sure where 
the God who loved me had hidden himself, but I thought that maybe he was planning on 
staying there for a while, because it had been one long lonely summer. One long, lonely 
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summer, without the body and the blood. 
The service at the lake was a communion service. Had I known, had I possessed 
enough courage, I would have sung hymns alone in my dorm room. The crackers and 
the juice were on the perimeters of the grassy lakeshore. I was in front, too close to 
ordained ministerhood to play it safe like I knew I should. I worked my way around the 
folding chairs, stood in line, claimed my cracker, dipped it in juice. I ate to the toast, I 
am not saved. 
I felt the crumbs of deity sticking to my throat, accusing me, damning me. 
This year, I didn't go to the service at the lake. 
V. 
We called it the hipster church, and something about it loosened the knot that 
was my new theology. Something about the acoustic guitars and the mugs of lattes and 
the three-legged stool where the scruffy pastor sat down heavily to preach made my 
spirit feel like maybe there was a God I could worship again. 
And so communion wasn't so bad. Every Sunday they took it, with no admon­
ishments to examine yourself, and I sat as the body swarmed around me to get in line. I 
prayed instead; prayer is holy too. Right? 
VI. 
The Episcopal church breathed its cool, ancient breath on us as we walked 
through the door, and one plink of rain landed on my hair as we crossed the threshold. 
Holy water? 
The stained glass did its work on my theology knot, the one that hadn't disap­
peared since the days of the hipster church. I read along, I prayed, I hoped to God maybe 
I was doing something a little bit right. 
I knelt, I stood -1 panicked. The breaking of bread, read the bulletin. The 
priest snapped the bread in half with a resonating crack. There was no way to avoid it, 
the pews were emptying and everyone in the sanctuary was lining up. I could see the 
bulletin in my head: We reserve Communion for baptized Christians. If you would prefer 
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not to take Communion, please indicate this by crossing your arms over your chest. 
I lined up and told myself that there were plenty of Catholics, sometime, some­
where, who took communion every week and weren't worthy every single time. I knelt 
next to a friend and cupped my hands like Oliver Twist. I was hungry for the body, all 
right, but didn't know if his was one you could trust. 
Please, Sir. 
The priest received no divine revelation that stopped him from handing me a 
wafer. "The body of Christ, broken for you." 
Thank you, Father. 
And then a sip from a chalice I wasn't holding - nineteen years old, and my first 
taste of alcohol. It burnt through me with a glow that was like a warm, spreading smile 
from a stranger. This was the blood, all right. I could feel the life inside of it. 
vn. 
I wrote it all down, but the ending seemed too slick, anointed with the 
oil of optimism too easily. I was not cured with one visit to the Episcopal church. 
But the communions kept coming - with packaged crackers and a juice 
box in my room, over coffee and understanding nods. I went home to the church where 
it had all started, the church that had made the body of Jesus intimidating. 
I took a wafer and a thimble of juice. I didn't know the Jesus they were 
eating, so I took communion with mine instead. 
vm. 
As we walked back from visiting the boys - back to our dorm, back home - we 
were doubled over laughing, enjoying the soft September breeze, reveling in knowing 
each other so intimately. We carried a loaf of bread and pulled off stale white hunks, 
pressing them hungrily into our mouths, headed back to the place where we belonged. 
I thought, maybe this is the body. 
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The Ar t is ts  
B io g rap h y  and  Re f e r e nc e s  
J e s s i ca  Ba ide  
Jessica Baide ('16) is an Art Education major. Her main medium is metalsmithing 
with a focus in jewelry, but she also loves to take photographs, work with clay, 
and draw. She draws inspiration from intricate textures, experiential memories, 
and forms in nature. 
Pages 38, 39,55 
Sa ra h  Ca lk in s  
Sarah Calkins is a senior Biology major with a strong interest in cellular biology. 
You can find her walking around campus sporting a periodic table bracelet and 
voluminous hair. 
Page 34 
Nysha  Chen  
Nysha Chen is a sophomore Computer Science major from Arizona. Aside from 
food blogging, she loves photography, homemade tiramisu, and poetry. 
Page 25 
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A l e x i s  C o l o n  
A n d r e w  P a u l  D a v i s  
Andrew Paul Davis is a junior from Fort Lauderdale, FL studying Film & Media 
Production and Theatre Arts. He aspires to write and direct for the screen and 
stage. 
Page 88 
S a r a h  E l a i n e  E l l i s  
Sarah Ellis ('16) is an art education major from Michigan. She has worked for 
Parnassus as the lead designer for the past two years and has loved it. She is 
honored to be featured in this year's publication to have had the opportunity to 
work with this year's Parnassus team. Malinda, Dr. Housholder, and the staff of 
Parnassus, you all are wonderful people. Pages 40,46,61,75 
R a c h e l  E r s k i n e  
Rachel Erskine (' 17) is an English literature major and theatre arts minor from 
the suburbs of Chicago (not Wheaton). She enjoys reading past her bedtime, 
crying about Hamilton, and group texts with the SWC. 
Pages 76,90 
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Grac i e  Fa i r f ax  
Gracie Fairfax ('16) is an avid traveler and lover of words. She is particularly 
fond of grandmas, nuns and Jimmy Fallon — in no particular order. She once had 
dreams of being a dolphin trainer, but then realized she had a low success rate 
in science classes. She is currently studying journalism, with a minor in creative 
writing. Page 45 
Hannah  Ha r tman  
Hannah Hartman is a junior and from San Antonio, Texas, where breakfast tacos 
are actual slices of eternity (wrapped in a tortilla with chorizo on the side) and 
the sun shines through January. While an artist at heart, she likes to work hard at 
science to become an occupational therapist. 
Page 35 
Hannah  F lood  
Hannah Hood is a junior from Columbus, Ohio, currently studying English 
Education. She is a lover of words and stories, particularly when they are accom­
panied by large cups of coffee. 
Page 20 
S .  Tay lo r  Hughes  
S. Taylor Hughes (' 16) enjoys the reduced pace of film photography, and he 
uses that medium for all of his images. He is honored to be featured in the 2016 
edition of Parnassus. This journal is the coolest. 
Pages 68,69,84,109 
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Rae  K inse l  
As a graphic design major, it is Rae Kinsel's hope is to cause people to truly 
observe what is around them. There is a difference between seeing and observing. 
Take a look around; be aware. 
Page 56 
Ben jamin  Krap o h l  
Ben is a nineteen-year old freshman studying Professional Writing at Taylor 
University. He loves art and writing and people. He screws up a lot. By God's 
grace, he's learning to crave what's real. 
Page 48 
Sa r ah  Lyons  
Sarah Lyons is a senior English major with a creative writing concentration. 
She enjoys writing experimental pieces, particularly in the genre of speculative 
fiction, and playing with language. Particularly close to her heart is the theme of 
space and distance within relationships. 
Pages 17,89 
C hr i s  Me ie r  
Chris Meier is an existentialist, a procrastinator, and a lifelong disenchanted 
suburbanite. His friends are dear to him. Sometimes he worries that he's preten­
tious. He likes soft sweaters and sunshine, and inwardly admires those who dance 
around society's rules. 
Page 47,62,85 
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Caro l ine  Nurkka la  
Caroline Nurkkala ('16) is an English Creative Writing major with a Studio Art 
minor who enjoys soccer, art projects, and costuming. In the future, Caroline 
hopes to become one of the first astronauts to Mars, a nature conservationist 
working to reintroduce the lammergeier in Europe, or a scientist who will help 
further the field of bionics for those who have lost limbs. Pages 72,97,101 
Charne l l  Pe te r s  
Charnell Peters is a senior professional writing major from Kokomo, Indiana. She 
enjoys writing about race and reconciliation, and she hopes to do some good stuff 
with her life right now and in the future. 
Pages 51,95,102 
Maggie  P la t t e s  
Maggie Plattes ('16) is a Biology/Pre-Medicine major with a minor in 
Psychology who hails from the woods and lakes of northern Minnesota. She 
enjoys road trips, various forms of dance, Thai curry, camping, Latino culture, 
theater, and discussions on the integration of faith and science. 
Page 34 
Suzanne  E lo ran ta  Rhee  
Suzanne Rhee ('16) is a Creative Writing major, and she also draws comics 
sometimes. Real life events and Rumi influence her writing, perhaps more than 
they should. 
Pages 50,57,70,73,99,107 
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Andrea Sanders 
Andrea Sanders ('16) is a psychology and professional writing major from San 
Clemente, California. She enjoys mnning, cooking, reading, and cats. 
Pages 28,41 
Alexandria Stokes 
Alexandria Stoke's photos are from a summer full of new places, people and 
adventure. While exploring Colorado, she was moved by the spiritual presence of 
the mountains along with the number of strangers that stole her heart. 
Pages 16,19,27 
Nathan Tomcik 
When Nathan Tomcik is not studying, he enjoys spending time outdoors. Espe­
cially if he's fishing or hiking. He loves to spend his time doing whatever creative 
thing inspires him, which sometimes is photography, but other times it's making 
shoes out of duct tape. Oh, also, he likes coffee a lot. 
Page 37 
Veronica Toth 
Veronica Toth is a senior English major with natural aptitudes for writing sitcoms 
and songs inspired by campus personalities. She hopes these will prove to be 
marketable skills. This picture shows her in her natural element, which is to say, 
breaking things. 
Pages 15,74,81,94,110 
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B e c c a  VanHorne  
Becca VanHorne is a junior social work major and she lives on 3rd center Olson 
with her wonderful roommate, Alex Dagens. She enjoyed photography in high 
school and this summer she picked it up again for her trip to Nepal. 
Pages 24,93 
Pau l a  W e inman  
Paula Weinman is a senior Creative Writing and Professional Writing major 
with a deep passion for children's literature. When she isn't studying, she enjoys 
drinking coffee, reading Victorian literature, and laughing at bad literary puns. 
Pages 9, 26,86 
J ona tha n  We lde  
Jonathan Welde enjoys capturing varying landscapes and minute particulars 
to bring notice to God's stunning and creative attention to detail, whether it 
be among the rugged mountains of the Rockies or the flatlands of Indiana. He 
dreams of driving to Prudhoe Bay, Alaska someday. 
Page 83 
Luke  Wi ldman  
Luke Wildman was raised in many places but belongs to none. Or is it all? He 
studies Professional Writing, daydreams many fictions that usually become 
fantasy, and is terribly grateful that God thought to write him. 
Page 49 
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